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From the Editor-in-Chief
_________________________________________________________________
This edition of African Journal of Computing & ICT marks the last edition of 2018 and thus is the last
edition of the 11th year of publication. Five (5) papers appear in the edition.
The focus of the survey paper by Hina Firdaus, Syed Imtiyaz Hasan and Harleen Kaur is machine
learning, which is one of the most relevant current research areas in the field of computer science. In
the paper, a comparison is made on some machine learning and meta-heuristic optimization algorithms
with respect to their usefulness in healthcare delivery.
The paper by O. Osunade, O.W. Omisore, O.O. Deji-Akinpelu and O.T. Olanrewaju dwells on the
increasingly popular computer-based test (CBT). In the paper, the authors developed a web-based
computer testing system suitable for use in the educational sector.
In their paper, A.T. Ajiboye, S.L. Ayinla and A.O. Yusuf studied the effects of proportional-integralderivative (PID) controller position within the structure of control system loop on system time domain
performance parameters. By connecting the controller in three distinct positions, it was shown that the
series compensation position has the best performance quality when compared to the feedback
compensation and series-feedback compensation positions.
The fourth paper in this edition is on mobile learning system wherein the author, Aderonke J.
Ikuomola, designed and implemented a cloud-based learning system. The system is suitable for
securely making educational content and materials available to students in an institution via mobile
devices.
The fifth paper dwells on software engineering and is authored by Shakirat Aderonke Salihu,
Oluwakemi Christiana Abikoye, Amos Orenyi Bajeh and Abimbola Ganiyat Akintola. In the paper, the
authors presented a comparative survey of empirical studies on performance enhancement features for
information retrieval (IR)-based bug localization process. Thus, features that can be added to IR-based
bug localization process for better performance are identified.
The supplementary section of the journal features a few titles of project reports, theses and
dissertations which have been awarded in a higher institution. This edition focuses on Kogi State
University, Anyigba, Nigeria.
As usual, this is to acknowledge all the authors, reviewers, readers and members of the editorial board
of this journal for making this edition possible. Let us look forward to Volume 12, Number 1 edition
which is expected to be published in March 2019.
Bamidele (‘Dele) Oluwade,
Editor-in-Chief,
Afr. J. Comp. & ICT,
ISSN 2006-1781
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and Meta-Heuristic Optimization Algorithms
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Email: hinafirdaus95@gmail.com1,
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ABSTRACT

The healthcare industry uses machine learning for diagnosis, prognosis, and surveillance. Health Catalyst believes
machine learning (ML) is the life-saving technology that will transform healthcare. This technology challenges the
traditional reactive approach to healthcare. In fact, it’s the exact opposite; it is the predictive, proactive, and
preventive life-saving qualities that make it a critically essential capability in every health system. The third goal of
good health and well-being by the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals of 2030 has opened research
opportunities across the globe. In this literature review, an intensive study of twenty-one papers published between
2014 and 2017 is carried out. The study has raised various questions regarding the best machine learning technique
on different disease dataset and solutions to overcome the problem of optimizing the feature selection for better
performance. A comparison of the various algorithms is presented in tabular form based on two categories, namely
the use of ML and also the use of ML with meta-heuristic algorithms in disease dataset. A model proposed for future
work, which uses meta-heuristic algorithms for feature selections, appears to be better for any dataset. Machine
learning in medicine has recently made headlines. Google has developed a machine learning algorithm to help
identify cancerous tumors on mammograms. Stanford University is using a deep learning algorithm to identify skin
cancer. Deep machine learning algorithm has been used in the literature to diagnose diabetic retinopathy in retinal
images. It is clear that machine learning puts another arrow in the quiver of clinical decision making. A dataset is
prepared from the surveyed research papers and this is compared for better visualization of algorithms. To make a
comparative analysis of the retrieved dataset and choosing a right algorithm for any disease diagnosis, a graph is
plotted using ML libraries of python language. The graph shows that the use of Support Vector Machine (SVM) with
the optimization algorithms, like EPSO_ABC, and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), give 100% accuracy. This
paper provides an enhanced description of future work in sustainable healthcare. The use of meta-heuristic
algorithms with ML techniques will provide better and faster results.
Keywords: Smart Healthcare, Sustainable healthcare, Machine learning, meta-heuristic optimization algorithm, Nature

inspired algorithm
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and provide sustainability in the healthcare industry,
leading to better outcomes, accurate examination, lower
costs of care, and increased patient satisfaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the second half of the twentieth century, the
Artificial Intelligence came into existence to capture
human brains in limited domains. This is a result of
computer revolution whereby systems developed behave
intellectually, reason rationally and have the ability to
effectively interpret the environment in real time.
Artificial intelligence outperforms every scientist or
mathematician in the way of thinking. It has made it
possible to simulate complex activities that need
professional expertise and make a machine to act like a
human. Thus, one of the popular subfields of Artificial
Intelligence became Machine Learning (ML). Humans
can expand their knowledge to adapt to the changing
environment and in doing that, they must “learn”.
Learning can be simply defined as the acquisition of
knowledge or skills through study, experience, or via a
process of teaching. Although learning is an easy task for
most of the people, to acquire new knowledge or skills
from data is too hard and complicated for machines.
Moreover, the intelligence level of a machine is directly
relevant to its learning capability. The learning of
algorithm helped the machine to learn a task from its
experience. When we say that the machine learns, we
mean that the machine is able to make predictions from
examples of desired behavior or past observations and
information. A more formal definition of machine
learning was given by Tom Mitchell [1]: " A computer
program is said to learn from experience E regarding the
class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its
performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, improves
with experience E". The ML algorithms run on the
different dataset, which is the collection of experiences,
by performing tasks in the previous experiences. The
automatic ML algorithms learn from the previous
incidence to produce a new outcome or make predictions
for future benefits.

In the year 2015, the United Nations took a step forward
towards Sustainable Development Goals (SDG's) in 2030
and good health and well-being was placed as the third
goal among the list of 17 goals and 169 targets [28]. India
is one of the193 member states. These goals are regulated
by NITI Aayog (National Institution for Transforming
India) which has a 5 year health plan to understand the
focused areas in health sector. A target to end epidemics
caused by waterborne diseases, airborne diseases, and
communicable diseases (like tuberculosis, malaria,
dengue etc ) has been set against 2030 under UN SDG's
goals [28]. As the Father of Indian nation Mahatma
Gandhi once said, [39] “Health is the real wealth and not
pieces of gold and silver" [39]. The authors of this present
paper believe that this saying is appropriate.
I.II MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES
The pioneer of Artificial Intelligence [33], Arthur Samuel,
who coined the term machine learning, remarked thar
“machine learning, as a way of programming, gives the
computer the ability to learn…."[33]. Machine learning is
categorized into three types, namely supervised learning,
unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning.
I.II.I Supervised Learning
The supervised learning [34] assumes the set of the
problems using labelled training data. There are two
groups in supervised learning, that is Classification and
Regression (Figure 1).
Some popular applications of supervised learning are
image classification, identity fraud detection, diagnostics
(classification algorithm), weather forecasting, population
growth prediction, market forecasting (regression
algorithm).

The applications of machine learning bring a revolution in
prediction and empower the algorithms by applying
techniques of data mining and big data analytics. Machine
learning integrate with various interdisciplinary fields like
healthcare, games industry, home assistant, self-driving
cars etc. [38] focuses on the necessity of machine learning
in healthcare which will help in feature selection and in
the processing of large and complex datasets. An analysis
of the clinical disease datasets will help the physician plan

I.II.II Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised learning is not classified or labeled with
categorization and classification of data [35]. That is, it
uses unlabeled data (Figure 2).
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Some real-world applications of unsupervised learning are
NASA remote sensing, mini UAV, nano camera
fabrication technology, text summarization, ontology
extraction, targeted marketing, fracture elicitation, a
recommender system, etc [1].

II.I Literature Review of
Techniques on Disease Dataset

Machine

Learning

The work of Zheng et. al. [6] is on the discovery of vital
genotype and phenotype association with Type 2 Diabetes
mellitus (T2DM) [6]. The work is on diagnosis, detection
and medication cases of T2DM Electronic Health Records
(EHR) data using feature engineering and machine
learning. Different learning models, such as Naïve Bayes
(NB), Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine
(SVM), K- Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [37], Decision
Tree- J48 (DT J48) and Random Forest (RF) [3], were
used for better comparison. WEKA, an open source
software tool, was used for training model. A 4-fold
cross-validation was conducted to get the average
performance and standard deviation. J48, SVM, RF have
the highest performance index, yielding over 95% of
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. In comparison, LR
has the highest accuracy of 99% followed with SVM and
RF 98%, while the three models KNN, NB, and LR are
vulnerable, for instance, to noise in datasets for feature
selection.

I.II.III Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning is part of human behavioral
psychology, which uses an agent to act according to the
situation towards maximizing the rewards. [5] The
reinforcement learning goals work by setting explicit
goals; it works by sensing the environment (figure 3).
Applications of reinforcement learning are vast, and it is
used mostly in game development, manufacturing,
inventory management, delivery management, power
system, finance sector, etc.
I.III NATURE INSPIRED ALOGIRTHM
The meta-heuristic approach for the optimization of a
problem can be done using the algorithms inspired from
the elements of nature like animals, flowers, plants,
micro-organisms, environment, human, and so on. It uses
randomization and local search, called nature inspired
algorithms. These meta-heuristics algorithms are
classified into two broad classes: a) population based
genetic algorithms, and b) trajectory based algorithms
[40]. There are dozens of nature-inspired algorithms, and
selection of the best algorithm for a desired problem is
one of the toughest challenges. The meta-heuristic and
heuristic algorithms are simulated annealing [41], Genetic
algorithm [42], Ant and Bee algorithm [43], Particle
swarm optimization [44], firefly algorithm [45], Cuckoo
search [46] and Bat algorithm [32] (see figure 4).

[8]: This work is on the detection of diabetic nephropathy
among the type 2 diabetic patients using SVM. [2]
According to the proposed work by Huang, G. M., et al.;
early detection of real malfunction is possible using a
decision tree based model integrating it with genotype and
clinical data of patients implement from a various source
of type 2 diabetic patient. 5—fold cross-validation
approach used where the data classified according to
genders using the algorithms like Naïve Bayes (NB),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF),
Decision Tree (DT) compared with their attributes for the
better result. The training models were compared using
WEKA and LibSVM tools. There are four stages in the
process: 1. Comparing performance between individuals
and a combination of clinical features, 2. Comparing
performance between individual and combination of
genetic features, 3. Evaluation of performance by
integration of clinical and genetic features, 4. Genderbased performance using a decision tree classification for
the diabetic nephropathy training datasets. Decision tree
gives excellent results where accuracy, specificity, and
sensitivity are 85.27%, 83.32% and 85.24%. In the
conclusion, the individual use of genetic and clinical
features gives a disappointing result while combining
genetic and clinical features gives a better result.

The nature inspired algorithm has various applications in
automobile industries, healthcare, energy conservation,
gaming and many other fields of endeavour.
II.
APPLICATION OF MACHINE LEARNING
AND META-HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
The literature from 21 sources is reviewed in two
sections. The first section is about machine learning
algorithms on the different disease dataset. The second
section is where the optimization meta-heuristic
algorithms are used with the machine learning algorithm.

[10]: This paper shows the process of embedding the
machine learning algorithms with data mining pipelining
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in order to extract the knowledge from the vast pool of
information. This data mining profiling comprises centre
profiling, predictive model targeting, predictive model
construction, and model validation. Classification models
are Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression
(LR), Naïve Bayes (NB), and Random Forest (RF). The
analysis was done in four stages of data mining
pipelining. Method of centre profiling is for selection
biasing and is for defined variable performance. An
important conclusion derived from the medical point of
view is that the period of diabetes disease and the BMI
value are the main risk factor for retinopathy and
neuropathy while hypertension is the main risk factor for
retinopathy and nephropathy. The authors conclude that
the data mining technology can integrate with machine
learning for better outcome in prognosis and treatment of
any disease.

[17]: In the work, the authors showed sincere concern on
the risk of diabetic neuropathy. The nervous system gets
affected when diabetes spread all over the body causing
cardiac arrest. Multi-scale Allan vector was applied to
determine Heart Rate Variability (HRV), such that the
features from ECG recordings were used for machine
learning methods and automated detection. The paper
introduced a new Graph-Based Machine Learning System
(GBMLS) for effective diagnosis of the diabetic
neuropathy. The GBLMS method combined with Multiscale Allen Vector (MAV) gives the best result with high
sensitivity of 98% and specificity of 89%, which
outperforms other classifiers like Random Forest with
83% and 92% in sensitivity and specificity respectively.
[18]: In the paper, a comparative analysis of healthy
patient and Asthma patient is done using an alternative
equipment to get the feature vector of Asthma patient
under GINA 2010 guidelines. A predictive model was
proposed using three machine learning techniques,
namely Random forest (RF), AdaBoost Random Forest
(AB-RF), and Multi-layer Perceptron Neural Network
(MLPNN). The three statistical parameters considered are
specificity, sensitivity, and accuracy. Also to avoid overfitting problem, Leave-One-Out (LOO) validation
technique was applied to the training and testing dataset.
The best results of the statistical parameter on RF and
AB-RF classifier with FEV and FVC1 feature vector are
95.0%, 90.0%, and 92.5% for specificity, sensitivity, and
accuracy. The work is a sustainable option of diagnosis in
the absence of X-rays or CT- scans for the physicians, as
the changed equipment is cheap and available.

[14]: In the work, an automatic prediction system was
developed for cardiovascular and cerebrovascular (strokes
etc) events using Heart Rate Variability analysis (HRV).
These are high-risk subjects for the patient above 55 years
of age in the developed country. A 10-fold crossvalidation with several data mining techniques were used
for prediction based on various HRV features with Naïve
Bayes classifier (NB) and Decision Trees C4.5 (DT C4.5).
Others include Random Forest (RF), boosting metalearning approach (i.e. AdaboostM1 (AB)), SVM and
Multi-layer Perceptron Neural Network (MLPNN). In the
result, C4.5 and AB achieved the highest performance
with chi-square feature selection parameters. RF
outperformed by achieving the accuracy of 85.7%, a
sensitivity of 71.4%, and a specificity of 87.8%.

[19]: This work is on a surveillance system which is
introduced to monitor the effect of dengue hemorrhagic
fever (DHF) and Aedes aegypti mosquito infection rate,
based on climate and geographical area using the Support
Vector Machine (SVM). The nine major areas considered
for a dengue epidemic rate were selected within the year
2007—2013. These areas are: temperature, rainfall,
humidity, wind speed, Aedes aegypti larvae infection rate,
a male mosquito infection rate, a female mosquito
infection rate, population density, and morbidity rate. The
method takes place in three stages. For the model
construction, classification algorithms (like K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN), Decision Tree (DT), Neural Networks
(NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM)) were used with
different kernels. The 10-fold cross-validation technique
was employed to validate the result for SVM
effectiveness using the accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity as overall performance metrics. The SVM RBF

[16]: This work is on an anti-diabetic drug failure
whereby a prediction system is introduced to keep the
point of the exponential increase in type 2 diabetic
patient. The method used in the paper is Support Vector
Machine (SVM), which is one of the best methods to train
large-scale medical dataset. To enhance the effectiveness
and ensemble effective of SVM algorithm, E3-SVM
method was introduced. The 10-fold cross-validation used
is modeled via MATLAB and LibSVM tool. The major
shortcomings of the system is with respect to the choice
of appropriate k values i.e., data selection parameters.
Prediction of k values affects the performance of data at
the various levels of data point selection. The accuracy
achieved is 80% by SVM for the anti-diabetic drug failure
prediction.
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kernel defined by the predictive model in two parameters
C (parameter of regularization) and σ2 (kernel function
parameter) gives the value of 8 and 0.1250. Among all the
kernels used in the paper, only SVM-RBF kernel shows
better performance with 96.296% accuracy, sensitivity
and specificity of 87.47%, which is better among
techniques such as SVM-L, SVM-P, KNN, DT, and NN.

a decision support system (DSS) was introduced for heart
disease diagnosis using novel ensemble method. In the
work, five different datasets used are SPECT, SPECTF,
Heart disease and Statlog, and Eric datasets with different
attributes in the class labels denoted as class 0 and 1 for
distinguishing features. The BagMOOV ensemble
algorithm gives accurate and efficient results in all the
datasets compared to the other state-of-art techniques.
Supporting the work, the decision support system uses
138 patients samples with the accuracy of 84.78%,
73.47% sensitivity, 91.01% specificity, and 81.30% Fmeasure achieved.

[20]: A novel prediction system was developed for early
outbreak detection of Influenza-Like Illness (ILI), by
detecting Tweets from Twitter micro blogging site. In the
study, the authors proved that the use of Naïve Bayes and
SVM algorithm will not only give the best results, and
that the use of Logistics Regressions and SMO
(polynomial kernel and sequential minimal optimization
algorithm) also perform well. Assessment was performed
with 10-fold cross-validation techniques. The big
unstructured dataset is able to analyze with the Map
Reduce to generate a meaningful result from the tweets.
The Medtex text analysis software was used to extract the
features from the text in Twitter messages. Several
standard features, like word tokens, stems, and n-grams in
presence Twitter username, hashtags, URLs and
emoticons, were taken into consideration. However, the
classifiers with F-measures of the balanced sheet with
cross-validation have higher performances stats with the
unbalanced sheet of unseen data validation.

[23]: This work dwells on the study of a psychiatry
solution of mood disorder, a psychological behavioral
trait of the human being, using machine learning
algorithms. To perform training, the three algorithms of
machine learning, namely Least Average Shrinkage and
Selection Operator (LASSO), Support Vector Machine
(SVM), and Relevance Vector Machine (RVM), were
designed using MATLAB for prediction of possibility in
suicide attempter. The Leave-One-Out (LOO) crossvalidation technique was used for assessment of training
and testing datasets. Among the three algorithms, RVM
had the best performance rate because 103 out of 144
patients guessed correct that they are likely to resort to
suicide or not, with the accuracy of 72%, the sensitivity of
72.1%, specificity of 71.3%, and chi-squared is p<0.0001.
Using the confusion matrix validation, the accuracy is
71.4% for RVM.

[21]: In the article, an automated diagnosis for Coronary
Artery Disease (CAD) which is responsible for cardiac
arrests, was discussed. The diagnosis uses novel method
like Tunable Q-Wavelet Transform (TQWT) and the heart
rate signals from the raw ECG (Electrocardiogram).
These features apply to classification algorithms like
Least Squared Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM) with
different kernels, in which only Morlet Kernel function
uses a 3-fold cross validation. It gives accuracy of 99.7%,
sensitivity of 99.6%, specificity of 99.8%, and Matthews
correlation coefficient of 0.9956, for Q varying between
24 and 30, which gives 100% efficiency. From the work,
it is clear that the outcome can also be applied to the
diagnosis of heart disease, diabetes, eye disease, and
neural diseases.

[24]: In the paper, a survivability kit was developed for
prediction of some common epidemic diseases like ColdsFlu Gripe, Dengue, Malaria, Cholera, Leptospirosis,
Chikungunya, Chickenpox, and Diarrhea. To perform the
study, data were collected from the hospital of Nasik,
Maharashtra (India) from 316 patients. Algorithms like
Decision Tree J48(DT J48), Multi-layer Perceptron
Neural Network (MLPNN), Support Vector Machine
(SMO), K-Nearest Neighbor (LWL), and Naïve Bayes
(NB) were assessed by 10-fold cross-validation and were
implemented in WEKA software.
[15]: The paper studied breast cancer risk, its prediction
and diagnosis, with the use of four machine learning
algorithms viz. Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision
Tree (DT), Naïve Bayes (NB), and K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN). The original Wisconsin breast cancer datasets
from UCI repository were trained using WEKA tool. For
assessment, a 10-fold cross-validation technique was
used. The effectiveness of the classifier was determined

[22]: In the work, prediction of heart disease is found
from the BagMOOV novel ensemble method. This
framework is based on enhancing bagging approach for
the multi-purpose weighted voting scheme for the
prediction and analysis. The assessment was done using
10-fold cross-validation and ANOVA (Analysis of
Variance) methods. Along with the BagMOOV approach,
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using error finding methods such as Kappa statistics,
Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE), Relative Absolute Error (RAE), Root Relative
Squared Error (RRSE). SVM outperforms the other
algorithms used with 97.13% accuracy, and also with
lowest error rate of 0.02.

detection, followed with Genetic Algorithm (GA) for
feature selection with Support Vector Machine (SVM) as
a classifier to classify the dataset of Pima Indians
Diabetes from UCI repository. The 10-fold crossvalidation technique was used for assessment. SVM with
K-Means and Genetic Algorithm model gives an accuracy
of 98.82%. The work arrived at the following conclusion:
(a) the minimum and maximum classification accuracy
are 98.43% and 99.21% respectively in SVM and average
accuracy is 98.79%. (b) The K-means outlier detection
percentage is 33.46%. Out of 768 instances, 511 samples
were selected and 257 samples included as outlier, (c) The
minimum number of the attribute selected is 3 and
maximum is 6, (b) attributes such as Pregnancies, PG
Concentration, and Age are difficult attributes in the
dataset. Overall, findings in the paper indicate a 2.08%
increment in accuracy of SVM classification model over
the changed K-means algorithm.

[25]: The work predicts chronic illness from the hospital
database in China between the year 2013 and 2015 using
Machine learning algorithms. The datasets used are
vividly classified as Structured data (S-data), Text data
(T-data), as well as Structured and Text data (S&T-data).
Prediction of cerebral infraction disease in S-data used
Naïve Bayes (NB), Decision Tree (DT). There is a 50%
accuracy gained from K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN). The
CNN-based unimodal disease risk prediction (CNNUDRP) used for T-data shows accuracy of 94.2% and
recall of 98.08%. The CNN based multimodal disease risk
prediction (CNN-MDRP) for S&T-data shows accuracy
and recall of 94.8% and 99.923% respectively. C++
language was used for processing machine learning and
deep learning algorithm. The 10-fold cross-validation was
applied on the training and testing datasets. It was proved
from the experiment that the novel approach of CNNMDRP outperforms CNN-UDRP. The structure of disease
dataset have a major impact on deciding the accuracy of
the model.

[26]: This work is on predicting malaria transmission
using Support Vector Machine and Firefly Algorithm
(SVM-FFA) to show which of the two has a better
performance in prediction. The work relates to malaria
epidemy which is widespread in the state of Rajasthan
leading to death and illness; lack of primary healthcare
makes the situation worse. The four model systems
designed were SVM-FFA, Auto-Regressive Moving
Average (ARMA), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and
SVM. The models were developed using LibSVM library
in MATLAB, and the ARMA model was defined using
the IBM-SPSS software for better insight in-depth
prediction. The R2 statistic and NMSE parameter were
used for training and testing such that use of R2 gave
accurate result for SVM-FFA in predicting malaria
incidences. In conclusion, it was established that the novel
approach of SVM-FFA is best among all the models.

II.II Literature review of Machine learning techniques
with meta-heuristic algorithms on disease dataset
[7]: This work studied the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) algorithm with the Fruit-fly Optimization
Algorithm (FOA) in various medical datasets such as
Wisconsin breast cancer dataset, Pima Indians diabetes
dataset, Parkinson's dataset, and thyroid disease diagnosis,
got from UCI repository. The ML SVM technique is
hybridized with Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithmbased SVM (PSO-SVM), Genetic Algorithm-based SVM
(GA-SVM), Bacterial Forging Optimization-based SVM
(BFO-SVM), and Grid Search Technique-based SVM
(Grid-SVM), and implemented with tools like MATLAB
and LibSVM. 10-fold cross-validation technique was
used. The SVM-FOA gives the highest accuracy as
96.9%, 77.46%, 77.46%, and 96.38% in Wisconsin
dataset, Pima dataset, Parkinson dataset, and thyroid
dataset respectively.

[13]: The paper dwells on classification of UCI’s different
disease dataset, where SVM is hybridized with
Endocrine-Based Particle Swarm Optimization (EPSO)
and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm of the
Evolutionary Algorithm. The different dataset have
diseases like Ecoli, Breast, heart, Parkinsons, CTGs,
SPECT from UCI repository. Dev C++ language along
with LibSVM are the tools used for development of the
model. The 5-fold cross validation used 80-20 rule for
training and testing sets. EPSO_ABC-SVM technique in
Parkinson's disease, compared with other techniques and
dataset, gives 100% accuracy with 4.0/22 features. This
paper has a promise with respect to application in
diagnosis of clinical datasets. A more intensive research

[9]: In the work, diagnosis of diabetes was conducted
using K-Means clustering algorithm based on the outlier
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with other unsupervised algorithms, combined with the
EPSO_ABC technique, is expected for better performance
measures and accuracy in different disease dataset.
[47]: In the paper, a heart disease diagnosis system based
on a novel approach of Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Logic
System (IT2FLS) was presented. To enhance the novel
approach, the rough datasets use chaos firefly algorithm to
optimize the attributes and to reduce the computational
burden on IT2FLS. This approach compared with other
ML techniques like SVM, NB, ANN. The model is
systematic and executes in three stages: Normalization,
Chaos Firefly Algorithm and Rough Sets based Attribute
Reduction (CFARS-AR). A building of IT2FLS with two
popular datasets of UCI repository (like Heart disease and
SPECTF datasets) was used. Two different tools were
used for processing, in the stage of CFARS-AR
MATLAB was used, and for the rest ML algorithm,
WEKA was used. Performance of the techniques was
tested with metrics like accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity. The algorithm in the paper gives good result
in heart disease dataset which executes 88.3% accuracy
with CFARS-AR and 87.2% for SPECTF datasets. In
conclusion, this paper shows that the attribute reduction
concept is interesting, although it has to prove whether
this method will work on unstructured data and the huge
dataset with more attributes or not. This literature has a
defect in the performance rate because training time taken
by chaos firefly algorithm and IT2FLS is very slow.

(ANN) show 100%. accuracy on the various clinical
dataset obtained from a hospital. Apart from all the top
performing algorithms for labelled dataset, having the
accuracy above 90% is really a good accomplishment.
Logistic regression records 99% [6], LS-SVM shows
99.7% [21]. SVM, when optimized using Genetic
algorithms, give 99.21% [9]. SVM gives 97.3% on breast
cancer dataset [15], SVM-FOA also shows 96.9% [7],
ensemble of SVM-RBF shows 96.296% [19], CNNMDRP shows 94.8% [25], and AdaBoost ensemble with
Random forest give 92.5% [18].
IV. DISCUSSION
From results extracted from the first category of ML
techniques in the disease dataset as shown in Table 1, an
intensive study of 16 research papers depicts the good
performance of classification algorithms. Surprisingly,
logistic regression [6] obtain 99% accuracy on an
Electronic Health Record. Rest of the algorithms like
SVM on breast cancer dataset [15] gives 97.13%,
ensemble methods SVM-RBF gives 96.296% on dengue
hemorrhagic fever (DHF) dataset [19]. In [24] various
classification algorithms were used on the acute illness
dataset and the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) gave an
outstanding accuracy of 100%. The processing speed of
ANN is however slower compared with SMO, DT,
MLPN, etc.

III. RESULT

The level of accuracy obtained when ML techniques are
used with meta-heuristic optimization algorithms (such as
Genetic algorithm, the evolutionary algorithm, natureinspired algorithm, etc) is remarkable (see Table 2). Use
of Endocrine-Based Particle Swarm Optimization (EPSO)
and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm with Support
Vector Machine [13] gives 100% accuracy in a different
clinical disease dataset. The evolutionary algorithm,
Genetic Algorithm (GA) with Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [9], gives 99.21% on a diabetes dataset. However,
in [12] and [7], classification algorithms like SVM
perform error-free and better with the Fire-fly
Optimization algorithm. Another different disease dataset
compared in [7] shows that the Wisconsin dataset gives
96.9% accuracy using SVM-FOA techniques.

In the previous section, 21 research papers that were
published between the year of 2014 and 2017 were
reviewed. The review is arranged in two categories. The
first category contains 16 literature while the second
category contains 5. In the present section, 1) machine
learning techniques were compared with various dataset
based on accuracy and best performance (Table 1); 2)
results on the use of machine learning techniques with
meta-heuristic optimization algorithms [41] on various
disease dataset are presented (Table 2).
A graph (figure 5) was plotted using the Spyder software
in Python language. The features were selected on the
basis of best performing algorithm and accuracy
percentage. It was shown in the reviewed literature that
the out-performance is achieved by the optimization
algorithms EPSO_ABC-SVM [13] whose score is full
100% accuracy. The neural networks [36] exponentially
increase the process time on complex dataset but gives a
good result. Similarly in [24], Artificial Neural Networks
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have even been shown to have better result in diagnosis [48, 49]
which can help both the doctor and the patient to keep track of
disease and to stay safe from the symptoms to avoid unnecessary
dangerous conditions. Furthermore, communicable diseases are
epidemic in some regions. Good procedure will help the
government authorities to get the medicine and equipment ready
before the outbreak so as to reduce the number of death caused
yearly due to deadly epidemiological communicable disease.

V. FUTURE SCOPE AND CONCLUSION

In this section, a case is made for a novel research area in
machine learning, namely the heterogeneous technique of metaheuristic optimization algorithm and ML. The framework
(Figure 6) is designed in a manner where the appropriate use of
archival data can be made by choosing a proper healthcare
dataset. The established selection of datasets will undergo
cleaning stage of pre-processing and visualization. In most of
the literature studied, the supervised learning algorithms are
more often used than the other learning strategies such as
unsupervised and reinforcement learning. In supervised learning,
SVM algorithm has more accuracy in the result than the other
classification and regression algorithms.

The present paper has provided an enlightened overview of
machine learning and its various optimization techniques in
disease datasets to avoid any kind of epidemic. The study will
help in directing future work on sustainability. Ultimately,
sustainability to healthcare will be achieved exclusively when
our datasets can efficiently visualize and analyze with no flaws.
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It is unlikely that in this proposed framework, the performance
of the other techniques will be measured by using the statistical
performance measures like accuracy, recall, sensitivity, and
specificity. A meta-heuristic algorithm (Figure 7) will be
combined with the algorithm for parameter optimization, and
results will be compared on the basis of performance stats. This
set of framework solution is designed for proposed problem
statement so that the real groundwork will bring a novel
approach towards the study and prediction of diseases and
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Figure 1. Supervised Learning algorithm classification

Figure 2. Unsupervised Learning algorithm classification
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Figure 3. Reinforcement Learning Algorithm classification

Figure 4. Various types of Nature Inspired Algorithm
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Table 1. Publications which use ML method on various disease dataset
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Table 2. Publications which use ML method with Meta-Heuristic optimization technique on various disease dataset

Figure 5. A scatter graph comparing the best performing algorithms using metric evaluation of accuracy in the proposed
survey. Accuracy of 100% is achieved by EPSO_SVM-ABC and ANN algorithms.
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Figure 6. Optimized sustainable healthcare framework using machine learning techniques and nature-inspired
optimization algorithm
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Figure 7. Framework of Machine learning and nature inspired algorithm working by doing parameter control
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ABSTRACT

Computers are now standard and pervasive tools that significantly affect our daily lives and their use in the
educational sector provide the needed support for the expected challenges of this century and beyond. In testing and
assessment applications, computers have changed the ways in which tests and assessments are developed and
administered. One of the most important characteristics of an advanced learning environment is its ability to
evaluate the knowledge acquisition and retention rate of students, and to adapt to student needs. Therefore, it is not
surprising that an increasing number of technology-based student knowledge testing and evaluation systems are
becoming available. Advances in technology have significantly increased the acceptance of computer-based testing
(CBT) as an effective method for administering tests and assessments. The cost of purchasing and maintaining a
proprietary testing system is however prohibitive hence the challenge to develop a cost effective and maintainable
system. This paper presents the design and implementation of a computer-based testing system called Online Tester,
developed at the Department of Computer Science, University of Ibadan. The implementation results showed a
functional testing system that is easily maintained.
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who has never touched a computer before can do just as
well as a computer-literate person. The tests might
provide an introductory tutorial, which may be repeatedly
practised to teach people all they need to know.

I. INTRODUCTION

Institutions such as Universities use tests and assessments
to evaluate the learning activity of students. Assessments
provide feedback to educators about learner’s ability and
competence on a topic of interest or course. Assessments
come in various formats such as paper-based, roleplaybased, and mobile-based.

Field studies by [10] and [7] have shown that there is no
significant difference between how men and women of
similar ability perform on computer-based tests. Persons
with disabilities have also expressed concern that these
tests might require motor skills or sensory input they do
not have. However, since computer-based tests can be
more flexible, it is possible to create alternative versions.
So instead of computer-based tests providing new
obstacles, they could help to equalize the testing situation.
Studies done by [9]; [7] and [10] have been carried out to
determine how students perceive the use of computerbased tests. According to [10] the acceptance rate in
Landmark University for the use of computer based tests
is high i.e. above 80% for students in general studies,
library and ICY, Entrepreneurial Studies and Total Man
concept. They however noticed that Physics and
Chemistry had low acceptance rate. [7] discovered that
the low acceptance of CBT for Chemistry courses was
due to the impaired validity of the test items such as
erroneous chemical formulas, equations and structures.

Traditionally, assessment used to be paper-baed tests
(PBT) for most science and humanities courses but the
increase in number of students admitted into various
course of study have made the management of assessment
difficult. Difficulties being faced in PBT include delay in
result generation, subjective scoring, and manipulation of
results. RolePlay tests (RPT) are used in demonstrationbased course of studies such as Theatre arts and music
where the physical activity is evaluated. Computer-based
tests (CBT) are defined as tests or assessments that are
administered by computers in either stand-alone or
networked configuration or by other technology devices
linked to the Internet or the World Wide Web [14]. A
wide variety of computer-based tests have been designed
and developed to meet different testing purposes. The test
specification for a computer-based tests should include:
the test purpose, the content domain definitions, the
content structure for the test items, required response
formats for the test items, sample test items illustrating
the response formats, the number of items to be developed
and administered, scoring and reporting formats and
procedures, and test administration procedures.

[13] developed a biometric authentication system for a
computer-based testing system. The performance tests
carried out indicate that the overhead added to the time of
the user is minimal while the benefits of additional
security are enormous.

Computer-based testing systems that are available for
implementation are proprietary systems and cost a lot of
money to purchase and maintain. The cost of purchase has
hindered some institutions from adopting computer based
testing even though there is evidence that using computerbased testing is better [4, 16]. In this work, a computerbased testing system is developed that is low cost, allows
multiple users and addresses the inefficiencies of the
paper-based assessment method.

Computer–based tests (CBT) are being used for university
examinations in Nigeria [3]. Institutions such as Obafemi
Awolowo University, Ile-Ife; National Open University of
Nigeria (NOUN); Covenant University, Ota and
University of Ilorin use CBT for their entrance
examinations. [2] described the developments that led to
the adoption of CBT at University of Ilorin and identified
ways the current CBT implementation could be improved.
[12] gave the design for an online examination system for
Covenant University, Ota.

II. RELATED WORKS
Several computer based testing systems have been
developed in Nigeria and elsewhere to address the cost of
proprietary systems. Table 1 gives more details about
each system.

Education Testing Services, an organization that conducts
computer-based tests including but not limited to Test of
English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), Graduate
Record Examination (GRE), has conducted research
studies indicating that computer-based General Test
Scores are comparable to scores earned on the paperbased General Test. Field-tests have shown that it is
possible to develop a computer-based test where someone

[15] developed a secured computer based examination
system using HTML, Javascript, JQuery, Ajax, JSP and
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MySQL. The system was tested in a real environment at
the School of Management Sciences, Lucknow, India.

system was designated as the server and the appropriate
server codes loaded, while the others had the client Java
classes loaded. The different modules of Online Tester
were implemented as java classes. Java classes used to
implement
this
system
are
contained
in
SplashScreen.java, MainMenu.java, NewStudent.java,
LogForm.java, TestClient.java for the client side; while
ServerScreen.java, ServerLog.java, Testee.java and
TestServer.java were used on the server side.

III. METHODOLOGY
The experimental approach was used to develop a low
cost testing system for an institution. The Software
Development Life Cycle (SDLC) was the chosen method
for implementation.
The system was designed using the following
requirements:
1. adaptive testing environment and fast score
reporting
2. accommodate several test-takers taking the
same examination concurrently without
being aware of each other’s presence
3. reliable validation of test-takers’ identity,
and
4. easy to use graphical user interface.

SplashScreen: This initialises the system and sets up the
main menu. Its major feature is the two-dimensional
animation effects supported by Java. This class extends
the
javax.swing.JPanel
class,
implements
java.awt.event.Actionlistener interface and imports
packages such as java.awt.*, java.awt.event.*,
javax.swing.* and a self defined class MainMenu.
MainMenu: The MainMenu class consists of
JRadiobutton driven menus that leads to other parts of the
online tester. The menu items are Register as New
Student, Log in as Registered Student and Exit. The first
option sets up the NewStudent class while it hides the
MainMenu, the second option leads to the log on frame
displayed by the LogForm class after hiding the
MainMenu frame. The last option is the menu that exits
the system. This class extends the javax.swing.JFrame
class while it imports java.awt.*, java..awt.events,
javax.swing.*, NewStudent, and LogForm.

The system designed decomposed the computer-based
testing system into the following modules:
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Student Registration Module
Question Presentation Module
Question Selection Module
Assessment Engine
Result Presentation Module

Figure 1 gives an overview of the relationship between
the modules.

NewStudent: The class module provides the interface for
online registration of students and displays the student id
dynamically assigned by the server. The class returns to
the MainMenu class after registration of the student.This
class, extends javax.swing.JFrame, imports java.awt.*,
java.awt.event.*, javax.swing.JoptionPane, java.net.*,
java.util.*, java.io.* and MainMenu.

The computer-based testing system was designed to
function on X86-based computer systems running a
Win32 operating system with the Java Virtual Machine
and Oracle 8i RDBMS version 8.1.7 installed.

LogForm: This class provides the authentication of
registered students profile and that of the examination
centre. On successful authentication the class sets the
student for the test. LogForm is a derived class from
javax.swing.JFrame and uses methods from imported
packages such as java.awt.*, java.awt.event.*,
javax.swing.*, java.net.*, java.util.*, java.io.* and self
defined TestClient.

The basic inputs into the system are: student record,
centre record, and questions and answers. Sample input
for the centre record and questions are contained in the
SQL code that was used for the creation of the database.
The questions were taken from Teach Yourself C++ in 21
days [8]. Each test taker is expected to answer thirty
questions in sixty minutes.
The database design is shown in Figure 2.

TestClient: This class contains functionalities for the
question selection, question presentation module and
assessment module. Assessment is done in collaboration

A demonstration of Online Tester was done using twenty
computer systems in the departmental laboratory. A
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with the TestServer on the server side which supplies the
basis of assessment. The presentation of the questions is
time driven and if student does not supply a response after
two minutes, it moves on to the next question.
Presentation of the result to test taker is done within this
module on completion of the test and necessary
documentation passed on to the server. Apart from
importing all of the standard packages that were also
imported by the LogForm class, it also imports the
MainMenu class as it takes the user back to the
MainMenu menu to properly exit the system after display
of the result.

The main menu that is displayed in Figure 3.comes up
after the animated splash screen that introduces Online
Tester and initializes appropriate java classes. The student
has the option of accessing the testing system as a new
student or registered student and to exit.
The screenshot in Figure 4 shows a completed registration
process for a new student using Online Tester. The
student is given a registration identification number that is
automatically generated by the server.
Figure 5 is the login/authentication screen for Online
Tester. The system requests for specific details before
students are allowed access to the test. New students are
shown this form after completing registration, while
registered users are transferred here directly from the
main menu. The information supplied is authenticated at
the server before the user is allowed to take the test.

ServerScreen: This class is the two-dimensional animated
introduction frame for the server side and it has similar
features to the client side introduction screen except in the
self defined classes it imports. It imports ServerLog in
addition to the standard packages
ServerLog: This class authenticates a registered student’s
profile at the server end before launching the TestServer.

The questions and choices (possible answers) are
presented to the test taker as shown in Figure 6. Radio
buttons are used to accept input from the test taker. The
next button moves test takers to the next question.
Questions are clearly differentiated from answers using
different font size and colour.

Testee: This class extends the thread and gives the
functionality that allows for multithreading in this
application. Each instance of the Testee class is a thread
that can be executed concurrently with other threads
within the system. This allows multitasking and multiple
users to access the system concurrently. Each individual
instance of this class has a socket connection to the client
side and a database connection to the oracle database

At the end of a particular test the results are calculated
immediately and displayed as shown in Figure 7. This
provides prompt and effective feedback to the test taker.
An offline method can be used to verify the marking of
the test questions for accuracy.

TestServer: This is the major class on the server side of
this system; it does all of the co-ordination of the classes
on the server end. It starts up the ServerScreen, which in
turn sets up the ServerLog. The TestServer continues
execution only if authentication is successful.

In this work, a testing system for students in a higher
institution was developed and implemented. The users of
the systems were also identified as follows:

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Test-Takers: These are the candidates to be tested. They
should have access to, after their identifications have been
authenticated by the system, only the interface that
displays questions and accepts their responses.
Additionally, they can view their result on completion of
the test. Exam Supervisors: These users are synonymous
to invigilators in a paper-based system. They set up the
test-takers for the examination by authenticating their
identification as supervisors at the first level and
combining their identification with that of the test-takers
for a second level authentication. Examiners: These refer
to the institutions, persons or group of persons that are

Online Tester was designed as a three-tier distributed
system consisting of the client side, server side and the
database system. Implementation of the system was done
using Java Software Development Kit version 1.3.02 and
Oracle 8.1.7 Relational Database Management System.
Socket connection was used for the client-server
connection while java database connectivity (JDBC) was
used to link up with the database system.
The results of the implementation are shown in Figure 3.
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responsible for testing the test-takers. They have the
utmost privilege on validation of their identification. They
set up the questions, grading standards, validation of testtaker’s registration and distribution of results.

University of Ilorin. International Journal of
Learning and Development, 2(3): 68 – 80, DOI:
10.5296/ijld.v2i3.1775.
[3] Ajinaja, M. 2017. The Design and
Implementation of a Computer Based Testing
System Using Component-Based Software
Engineering. International Journal of Computer
Science and Technology, 8(1): 58 – 65.

Java was used as the programming language because it is
freely available and supported by all operating systems.
The user interfaces was also produced using Java classes
thus making interaction between the codes fast and
without needing conversion. The database management
system used was Oracle 8.1 which was available for free
during the implementation. Alternative database
management systems can be used for the database if
required. The existing local area network (LAN) on which
the system was installed and tested had the star topology
thus all systems had equal access and speed to the testing
system. The users who tested the computer based testing
system where computer science students in the 300level.
Although a usability test was not carried out the general
response of the tests was that they believed in the
operations of the software. There was no dispute from any
student on the results returned by system after the testing
exercise.

[4] Choi, I.; Kim, K. and Boo, J. 2003.
Comparability of a paper-based language
test and a computer-based language test.
Language testing, 20(3):295-320.
[5] Fagbola, F. M.; Adigun, A. A. and Oke, A. O.
2013. Computer-Based Test (CBT) system for
University Academic Enterprise Examination
International Journal of Scientific and
Technology Research, 2(8): 336 – 342.
[6] Kuyuro, S. O.; Maminor, G. U.; Kanu, R. U. and
Akande, O.
2016. The Design and
Implementation of a Computer Based Testing
System. Journal of Applied Computation, 1(1):17.
[7] Jimoh, R. G.; AbdulJaleel, K. S. and Kawu, Y.
K. 2012. Students’ Perception of Computer
Based Test (CBT) for Examining Undergraduate
Chemistry Courses. Journal of Emerging Trends
in Computing and Information Sciences, 3(2):
125 – 134.
[8] Jones, B. L. and Liberty, J. 2004. Sams Teach
Yourself C++ in 21 Days. 5th edition. Pearson
Education, USA. ISBN: 978-0672327117. 936
pages.
[9] Nikou, S. A. and Economides, A. A. 2013.
Student Achievement in Paper, Computer/Web
and Mobile Based Assessment. Proceedings of
BCI Conference, Thessalonoki, Greece.
[10] Okocha, F.; Toluwani, T. E. and Owolabi, S.
2017. Student Perception and Acceptance of
Computer Based Testing: A Case Study of
Landmark
University
Students.
Digital
Innovations and Contemporary Research in
Science, Engineering and Technology, 5(1): 25 –
32, DOI: 10.22624.
[11] Oyetoke, O. 2015. Design and Implementation of
an Open-Source Computer-Based Testing
System with End User Impact Analysis in
Africa. I. J. Modern Education and Computer
Science, 8(1): 17 – 24, DOI: 10.5815/ijmecs.
[12] Omoregbe, N. A.; Azeta, A. A.; Adewumi, A.
and Oluwafunmilola, A. O. 2015. Implementing
an Online Examination System. Proceedings of

V. CONCLUSION
A simple and easy to use computer-based testing system
has been developed using Java programming language.
The testing system is suitable for implementation in
schools for courses with large population such as general
courses e.g. use of English and foundation courses e.g.
chemistry and mathematics. The system is easily
maintained and can be used for multiple subjects/courses
without the need for reprogramming. Online Tester can
also be used for selection of candidates in recruitment and
competitions. It is also suitable for use in distance
learning programs where the students are off campus but
have access to the Internet. Developing new user
interfaces and allowing the integration of graphics in the
question format can improve the Online Tester.
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Table 1: Computer-based testing systems developed in Nigeria
S/N
1.

Author(s)
[12]

2.

[11]

3.

[1]

4.
5.

[6]
[5]

Development Tools
ASP.net, HTML, C#, Microsoft SQL
server, Internet Information Services
(IIS)
Java and MySQL
Java Servlet pages (JSP), Netbeans
IDE7.2 and MySQL
MySQL, PHP, Javascript, HTML
HTML, Microsoft Visual Studio 2012,
Microsoft SQL Server 2008

Remarks
The security is dependent on the
Microsoft platform used.
Used Similar tools to our work but
different design.
No security and authentication of
user
Limited question type available
Limited question type available

A
1

2

C

4

3

B

D
5
6
7

8
8

9
E

F

12

11
10
Question Table
Student Record

Figure 1: Data flow diagram for system design
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Legend
Codes

Description

4

Selected question

A

Test Taker

5

B
C
D
E

Student Registration
Question Presentation
Question Selection
Result Presentation/Display

6
7
8
9

F
1

Assessment Engine
User authentication profile (user-id &
password)
Presentation of questions/Acceptance of
response
Identification of authenticated user (pass
for taking exam)

10
11

Test-taker identification information (to facilitate question
selection)
Test-taker identification information (to produce result)
Test-taker’s response to question for grading
Standard for assessment of response
Fetch test-taker’s information from database to authenticate user
profile
Report on student’s assessment
Test-taker’ grade of question

12

Selected questions from database

2
3

Question

Administrator

PK Question ID integer(5)

PK Admin ID integer(5)

Question varchar(350)
option-A varchar(100)
option-B varchar(100)
option-C varchar(100)
option-D varchar(100)
CorrectAnswer varchar(2)
Score integer(3)

Admin Name varchar(70)

Student

Centre
PK Centre ID integer(5)
Centre Name varchar(50)
Location varchar(80)

PK Student ID integer(8)
Surname varchar(25)
Other Names varchar(40)
Nationality varchar(30)
State varchar (15)
Score integer(3)

Figure 2: Database design for the testing system
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Figure 3: Main menu on client side
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Figure 4: A successful online registration

Figure 5: Registered student log on form
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Figure 6: Question Presentation to Test Taker

Figure 7: Result display
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ABSTRACT

The effects of proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller position within the structure of control system loop
on system time domain performance parameters were investigated. PID controller was connected as series
compensation, feedback compensation and series-feedback compensation respectively. The connected PID
controller’s gains were tuned. The transfer function for the uncompensated, series compensated, feedback
compensated and series-feedback compensated systems were developed, and then subjected to a step input forcing
function, which yielded time-domain performance parameters for these systems. The obtained time domain
parameters show that the series compensated system has the most superior performance quality compared with other
compensated and uncompensated systems.
Keywords: Feedback Compensated System, PID Controller, Second Order System, Series Compensated System, Series-

feedback Compensated System, Time-domain Performance Parameters.
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within the loop of control system on system time
domain performance parameters have not been given
serious attention as little works have been reported in
the literature. [10] connected PID controller in series
compensated form to control the firing angle of Static
Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC) that injects
variable magnitude sinusoidal voltage in series with the
line and almost in phase with the line current into
transmission line. Using this method, reactive power
compensation and system stability was achieved. In
[11] the performance analysis of series connected
conventional PID and Fuzzy PID controllers for the
control of Continuous Stirred Tank Heater Process was
separately considered. Result shows that Fuzzy PID
controller has better response and stability compared
with the conventional PID controller. Designed PID
controller using root locus approach was introduced
into the forward path of a simple position control
system in [12], the result shows better system response
to both step and ramp inputs. The performance of a
series connected PID controller was compared with
various control algorithms in an automatic drug
delivery system in [13], the obtained time domain
performance indices shows that PID controller has
better performance while Cascaded-lead compensator
has the best performance. A novel practical tuning
different from the conventional tuning methods for
robust series connected PID controller with velocity
feed-back for motion control was proposed by [14]. In
this work, performance tuning and robustness tuning
was carried out separately. The main advantages of this
method over others are the simplicity and efficiency.
Various tuning methods were employed by [15] to
obtain optimum PID controller parameters in a series
connected PID controller designed for general aviation
aircraft. Out of all the considered methods ZeiglerNichols method gives the optimal gain values of PID
controller parameters. In [16] the performance of a
controller connected in series with a DC motor water
pump used to control water level in a tank was
investigated. The investigation was carried out by
configuring the controller as P, PI, PD and PID which
was tested via simulation using MATLAB as simulation
tool. The results revealed that PID controller
configuration achieves super performance. It can be
observed that all the aforementioned literatures
concentrated on series compensated system. Simple
tuning method for two-degree-of-freedom PID
controller algorithm for second order processes was
presented in [17]. Unlike the proper series-feedback
compensation in which the series controller was in
cascade with the plant, the feed-forward controller in
this case was positioned just between the reference
input and the comparator while the feedback controller
was positioned along the feedback path. This method
gives better result compare to single-degree-of-freedom
PID controller for second order processes without time
delay. The effects of PID controller in system of mobile
satellite dish network when connected as Series and
feedback compensated systems were investigated by

I. INTRODUCTION

Controllers are required in all control system loops as
the original dynamic of every practical plant does not
always result to the desired system response due to the
limitation in the plant model parameter adjustment. It
should be noted that even though several types of
controllers exist in the literature, only the three-term
controller called Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)
controller is considered in this article; due to its
industrial popularity, structural simplicity and ease of
design methodology[1]. PID controller is the most
popular form of feedback control algorithm that deals
with important practical issues; as this is evidenced by
the fact that over 90% of all control loops in use are of
PID type[2]. PID controllers are excellent for reducing
the steady-state error and improving the transient
response when the system to be controlled is a firstorder, second-order or higher-order control system
whose model can be approximated by either a first or
second-order system model [3].
The three basic PID parameters that guarantee system
stability which must be determined are the proportional
gain value,
, integral gain value,
, and the
derivative gain value,
.
In order to obtain
satisfactory system response, the afore-mentioned
controller gains are often tuned. A lot of works have
been reported on the numerous ways by which
controller gains can be determined and tuned if
required.
To determine controller gain values, [2] first obtained
the system stability region as a function of controller
gains and then determined the value of the controller
gains that gives the required system response within the
stability region. An efficient and simple graphical
approach to design all stabilizing PID controllers for
high-order systems with time delays was presented in
[4]. Applying this method can yield all stabilizing PID
controller in the ,
and
stability surface and
and
stability plane for fixed value of . Simple and
efficient PID controller design methodology in which
the controller parameters are solely determined by plant
model was proposed by [1, 5]. The results of using
different kinds of performance functions on the three
control schemes, on time-domain, frequency-domain
and multi objective optimal-tuning of PID control was
reported in [6]. The results show significant
improvement in system performance. A very simple and
effective PID controller tuning rules was used for
unstable processes by making use of simple desired
closed-loop transfer functions for the direct synthesis
method and simple approximations of the plant time
delay [7].
The controller subsystem can either be located in the
forward or feedback path of the control loop to form
series compensation or feedback compensation
respectively [3, 8, 9]. It is also possible to have both
series compensation and feedback compensation in a
single control loop to form series-feedback
compensated system. Effects of controller position
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[18]. Because of the involvement of higher order plant
and time delay due to distributed nature of this system,
complex PID controller design methodology was used.
Considered in the work were uncompensated, series
compensated and feedback compensated systems while
the series-feedback compensated system was left out.
The investigation of effects of PID controller position
within the loop of a control system on system time
domain performance parameters was presented in this
article. The expressions for calculating ,
and
proposed by [5] for second order systems was adopted
and their determined values were substituted into the
PID controller transfer function. The resulting
controller was then connected to the system as series
compensation, feedback compensation and combination
of the two that is series-feedback compensation. After
integrating the controller and plant transfer function for
each of the controller location structure namely;
uncompensated,
series
compensated,
feedback
compensated and the series-feedback systems, they
were then subjected to a step input forcing function one
after the other in other to obtain time domain
performance parameters for these systems. The system

time domain performance parameters to be determined
are the rise time,
, time to peak overshoot,
,
percentage overshoot, P.O and settling time, , of the
systems dynamic time response.
II.
SYSTEM
CLOSED-LOOP
TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS
In this section, the closed-loop transfer function for
series compensated, feedback compensated and seriesfeedback compensated systems were derived in order to
determine the time domain performance parameters.
The block diagram of series compensated system is as
shown in Figure 1. The plant is represented by a linear
system with transfer function
which determines
the output signal
based on the series control
signal
. The series controller is also linear with
transfer function
which determines the series
control signal
based on the error signal
. The
closed-loop transfer function for series compensated
system was determined using the block diagram of
Figure 1 and is as shown in equation (1).

+

Figure 1: Block Diagram of Series Compensated System

(1)
function
which determines the output signal
based on the error signal
. The feedback controller
is also linear with transfer function
which
determines the control signal
based on system
output signal
. The closed-loop transfer function
for feedback compensated system obtained from the
block diagram of Figure 2 is as shown in equation (2).

= Actual output
= Reference input
= Series controller transfer function
= Plant transfer function
A typical feedback compensated system is as illustrated
in the block diagram shown in Figure 2. In this case the
plant is represented by a linear system with transfer

+

Figure 2: Block Diagram of Feedback Compensated System
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function
which determines the series control
signal
based on the error signal
.The
feedback controller is also linear with transfer function
which determines the control signal
based
on system output signal
.
Equation (3) shows the closed-loop transfer function for
series-feedback compensated system obtained from the
block diagram of Figure 3.

(2)
where
= Feedback controller transfer function.
Series-feedback compensated system is a combination
of both the series and feedback compensated systems
and is as illustrated in the block diagram of Figure 3. In
this case the system is represented by a linear system
with transfer function
which determines the
output signal
based on the series control signal
. The series controller is also linear with transfer

+

-

Figure 3: Block Diagram of Series-Feedback Compensated System
Further work by [5] on selection of PID controller gains
based on system parameters reveals that improved
second order system response to step input can be
obtained by using controller gains value expressed in
equations (6), (7) and (8) respectively.

(3)
III. DESIGN OF PID CONTROLLER
A hypothetical second order plant with transfer
function,
of the form shown in equation (4) was
used in this study. This is because PID controllers are
excellent in the control of second order systems and
several higher order systems that can easily be
approximated by second order system. Moreover, the
required expressions for determining the system time
domain performance parameters have already been
established for second order systems.

(6)
(7)
(8)
It is obvious from equations (6) to (8) that the controller
gains are determined solely by the value of plant natural
frequency and damping ratio. To allow for controller
tuning, equations (6), (7) and (8) were generalised by
rewriting them as shown in equations (9), (10) and (11)
respectfully.

(4)
Where:

(9)
PID controller design involves the determination of the
controller gains value that will guarantee system
stability and also give the desired system performance.
The transfer function for PID controller,
is as
given in equation (5),

(10)
(11)
Where ,
and are the proportional, integral and
derivative gains tuning factor.

(5)

The closed-loop transfer function for uncompensated
system was obtained from equation (4), with unity
feedback assumed, as shown in equation (12).

Where

(12)
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Where:

parameters namely rise time
peak time,
percentage overshoot
and settling time
hypothetical system parameters of
and
radian/sec were used in the simulation.

Now that the plant transfer function and the controller
transfer functions and structure are known these transfer
functions can be substituted into the closed-loop
transfer functions of equations (1), (2) and (3) to yield
equations (13), (14) and (15) respectively.

.A

After substituting the value of and
in equations
(12) to (15), the closed-loop step response for the
uncompensated,
series
compensated,
feedback
compensated and series-feedback systems were
simulated using Matlab software. PID gains tuning
factor of 4, 0.15 and 1 respectively which correspond to
that used by [5] was adopted as the reference. The
controller was tuned by adjusting the tuning factors on a
trial and error basis in order to give the best response
for any of these systems whose response is closer to
reference output. The values of controller gain under
this condition are the gain required for the
determination of the system time domain performance
parameters. For easy of comparison the step responses
for these systems were plotted on the same graph as
shown in the response graph of Figure 4 for system with
un-tuned controller gains and Figure 5 for system with
tuned controller gains.

(13)
(14)
(15)
Where ,
and
are as defined in equations (9),
(10) and (11) respectively.
IV. SYSTEM RESPONSE SIMULATION
The step input was used as the test signal in this work as
it is capable of handling the worst scenario. The system
quality of performance (QoP) is based on the value of
system closed-loop time domain performance

Figure 4: System Step Response before Tuning the Controller
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Figure 5: System Step Response after Tuning the Controller

controller gains tuning factor values that give these
responses are as presented in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The time domain performance parameters extracted from
the simulation graphs of Figures 4 and 5, and the

Table 1: System time domain performance parameters before tuning and controller gain tuning factor values
Controller gains tuning factor before tuning,
,
System category
(sec)
(sec)
uncompensated system
0.247
0.599
Series
Compensated 0.0172
Not
System
applicable
Feedback Compensated 0
1.17
System
Series-feedback
0
15.8
Compensated System

and
(%)
30.5
Not
applicable
∞

(sec)
1.94
Not
applicable
108

Remarks
The system settle to 0.5
The system does not get to
reference input (unity step)
The system settle to 0

∞

121

The system settle to 0

Table 2: System time domain performance parameters after tuning and controller gain tuning factor values
Controller gains tuning factor after tuning,
,
System category
(sec)
(sec)
Uncompensated system
0.247
0.599
Series
compensated 0.021
0.0642
System
Feedback
compensated 0
0.633
System
Series-feedback
0
6.23
compensated System

and
(%)
30.5
0.0584

(sec)
1.94
0.0359

∞

16.2

Remarks
The system settles to 0.5
The system settles to reference
input (unity step)
The system settle to 0

∞

273

The system settles to 0

As can be seen from the graph of Figure 4, the response of
the series compensated system is closer to the reference

input than any other system response, therefore the target
is to tune the controller so as to make this system response
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track the reference input. Since this system response can
never get to the reference input under this condition, ,
, and
cannot be determined for series compensated
system. Figure 4 also shows that there is improvement on
the performance of the series compensated system over
the uncompensated and other compensated systems. The
performance of the feedback and series-feedback
compensated systems are degenerated version of the
uncompensated system as the two systems settled to zero
as time tend to infinity which make the value of
percentage overshoot to be infinity. When the controller
was tuned, the performance of the series compensated
system was improved in terms of
,
, and
compared to other systems as can be seen from Figure 5
and the values of time domain performance parameters in
Table 2. The tuning of the controller gains has no
significant improvement on the feedback and seriesfeedback compensated systems as these systems only
track zero instead of the reference input of unity. It should
be noted that all the feedback and series-feedback
compensated systems time domain performance
parameters values in Tables 1 and 2 were obtained based
on the fact that these systems track zero level as time tend
to infinity.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

VI. CONCLUSIONS
PID controller was tuned and the controller parameters
were solely determined by plant parameters. The
composite system closed-loop transfer function for
uncompensated,
series
compensated,
feedback
compensated and series-feedback compensated systems
were also determined. The results obtained for time
domain performance parameters for these systems shows
that the series compensated system has superior quality of
performance. The performance of feedback compensated
and series-feedback compensated systems are worse than
those of uncompensated and series compensated systems
as these system responses cannot track the unity step input
instead they tend to zero as the time tend to infinity.

[11]

[12]
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ABSTRACT

Mobile learning systems are designated learning systems that are easily accessible via a mobile device. The
challenges faced by mobile learning systems are: speed of connection, processing power, adaptability (been available
for every mobile device regardless of the size of the device screen) and difficulty in achieving security. In this work, a
secured cloud-based mobile learning management system (CLOUD-MOLEMAS) was designed and implemented.
The system comprises of three main modules namely; the client model, mobile network and the cloud model. The
client model allows users such as students and lecturers to access the cloud infrastructures through the mobile
application on their mobile devices via a mobile network. The cloud model consists of the business logic layer, data
access layer, authentication server and database. The authentication server helps in verifying the identity of each
user trying to access the system. CLOUD-MOLEMAS was implemented using Java programming language,
android API and .NET framework while MySQL was used as the database. The system was tested using android
mobile phone and the performance shows that it makes educational content and materials available to the students
when and where they need it; it provides easy interaction of the user with the content because of the different modes
of using audio, graphics, video with feedback features. It is also effective in assessment process. CLOUDMOLEMAS is well-structured, efficient, adaptive and secured.
Keywords: Mobile Learning System, Database, Educational Content, Cloud, Security
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learning materials are managed and distributed
electronically using e-books and the likes. However,
electronic learning just translates old learning materials
into new formats but does not improve the learning
process by making it an on demand, dynamic mobile
service. Students need these electronic learning materials
to acquire knowledge without the constraint of specified
location before they can utilize these materials. Devices
that support e-learning are bulky and not mobile therefore

I. INTRODUCTION

Learning is the acquisition of knowledge or skills through
study (self-study), experience or being taught (through a
teacher-student mode of instruction). It is a lifetime
activity therefore knowledge should be easily accessible
as required by students at any time without the constraints
of a classroom or library building. With the increasing use
of personal computers and modern information systems,
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constraints the learning process to a particular location
and building at a time.

which are then accessed over mobile internet using a thin
native client or web browser on the mobile device [10].
However, there are challenges to cloud computing which
include performance, reliability issues, bandwidth costs,
but the biggest challenge to users is security and privacy
as the cloud is vulnerable to attacks, when information
and critical IT resources are outside the firewall in the
hands of end users. The main objective of this study is to
develop a secured cloud based mobile learning
management system.

The use and adoption of mobile devices is increasing
rapidly as a report says that mobile device users are over
5.6 billion as at 2015. Furthermore, by 2018, mobile
device users are projected to increase to 6.2 billion, which
translates to “84% of the world population using mobile
device technology” [11]. Mobile devices provide a mobile
platform for dynamic extension of learning. Mobile
learning projects are blooming all over the world and
they range from the use of personal digital assistants
(PDAs) and tablet computers in classroom, through
mobile phones to support learning between schools and
museums, to context-aware technology for field trips and
tourist visits [8].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
[2] in their approach of e-learning using cloud computing
highlights the drawbacks of using traditional e-learning
network computing that makes use of internal networks or
Local Area Networks to provide a connected e-learning
experience. The authors actually failed to propose a
strategy for integration or implementation of the proposed
architecture.

Mobile learning makes use of handheld technologies with
wireless and mobile phone networks to facilitate, support,
enhance and extend the reach of teaching and learning
[12].

[5], proposed a mobile based collaborative learning
system called “myVote” which aims to improve
collaboration in the learning process among students.
They created a system that allows all students in a class to
contribute to a lecture. The system allows collaboration
of all students in a lecture hall. It also improve social
interaction of students which allows them to participate
fully in the lecture through the use of their mobile
devices. The system is designed to be used in a lecture
environment which makes it not fully portable and
available for use anywhere and anytime. The system is on
a server that is not cloud enabled which means that all
students need to be physically present in the classroom
before they can utilize the system.

The educational systems has failed to recognize this and
therefore failed to adapt learning processes and resources
to be consumed on mobile devices a term known as
Mobile Learning shortened as M-learning. M-learning is
highly situated, personal, collaborative and long term, in
other words, truly learner-centered learning because it
makes educational content and materials available to
students when and where they need it [12]. Mobile
learning systems are designated learning systems that are
easily accessible via a mobile device. The challenges
faced by mobile learning systems are speed of connection,
processing power, adaptability (been available for every
mobile device regardless of the size of the device screen)
and difficulty in achieving security.

[1], proposed a mobile based learning system in form of a
mobile optimized website that allows students to read,
compose and comment on educational articles. It also
allows users to upload and download educational
resources. It does not allow for communication between
students and lecturer therefore there is no assessment of
student understanding and learning pace. It also inhibits
collaborative learning as users cannot truly communicate
on the system.

However, this system needs to be available at all times to
the student who consume the learning materials, lecturers
who create these materials and upload to the system
regardless of the device used whether phones, tablets,
laptops or operating system of the device used, android,
IOS, etc.
Advancement in IT has made these possible through
cloud computing; a new style of computing which is
dynamically scalable and often virtualize resources are
provided as a services over the internet. Cloud computing
combined with mobile devices create a powerful system
as the processing and data storage associated with the
applications is moved off the mobile device to powerful
centralized computing platforms located in the cloud

[3], proposed a mobile web environment that enables
users to access shared resources at anytime and anywhere
as long as they are connected to the system. Users can
read resources after they register and login into their
accounts. The system does not allow for interactive and
collaborative learning and does not include a lecturer
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module that enables assessment of students to further
identify and improve student’s weaknesses.

mobile cloud so the mobile devices cannot work perfectly
with little memory space.

[6], proposed an android based mobile learning system
which comprises of a system management module
through which a manager usually a lecturer carries out
application management. It also includes a mobile client
which is the android app that the students use to connect
to the app server in the cloud to complete relevant
learning operations.

[4], explored the suitability of handheld devices for
mobile learning. They tried to evaluate the various types
of handheld devices and deduces the most suitable device
for mobile learning. They developed a mobile application
and then analyzed learners’ experiences based on their
handheld devices. There is no means of communication
between students and lecturer in this system. The system
also inhibits collaborative learning as users cannot truly
communicate on the system

[7] design a mobile learning management system which
improves
learner’s
knowledge,
performance,
achievements, problem solving skills and individual
learning system. The design consists of a content module,
learning module and evaluation module with learner,
teacher and knowledge interface. It supports online,
offline, in campus and out campus learning activities. The
mobile learning management systems allow learners to
collaborate through an online or offline interaction with
teachers and other learners. The system helps the learners
to increase their performance through the learning and
evaluation module.

Table 1 and Table 2 in the Appendix show the summary
of the review papers and the justification for the new
architecture.
III. DESIGN METHODOLOGY
3.1
(i)

Design Consideration
Cloud-based Management System: the databases
and files are stored in the clouds to ease and reduce
cost of accessibility.
(ii)
Authentication/authorization:
Security
is
supported through the use of access control
mechanism. This mechanism determines the users
who have the right to access the system.
(iii) Secure Sockets Layer (SSL): Maintains the
integrity of information on the system. When
information is being sent/received to/from the
cloud the sender/recipient know that the
information cannot be tampered with during
transit.
(iv) Adaptation: the system has the ability to know the
characteristics and specification of the ubiquitous
device including the environment and deliver the
learning material base on that. It is accessible to all
students regardless of device OS.
(v)
Auditing: allows the system administrator to know
the system state and check whether the data has
been compromised.
(vi) Communication/Collaboration: this allows the
students to communicate directly with their lecturer
by sending a text message to make comment on the
learning materials, assignment and tutorials
provided by the lecturer. It also allows students to
interact with their colleagues
(vii) Assessment mechanism: It allows lecturer to
assess/evaluate students learning performance.

[9] develop a mobile-learning management system for
overcoming the difficulties of outdoor learning activities.
Using the theory of 5e learning cycle, this study was
conducted based on learning experiment on marine
education in an elementary school for investigating its
impact on the learners’ learning achievement and
attitudes, and evaluating the suitability of system.
Through short-term learning experiment on marine
education, the outdoor mobile learning model can
significantly improve the achievement of experiment
group as compared to those of control group under
traditional teaching pedagogy. Nevertheless, the learning
attitude towards marine education is not promoted
divergently after learning experiment.
[8] designed a web-based platform for mobile learning
management system. The author addressed the problems
facing traditional and formal way of teaching adopted in
most institution. The subsystem provides the
administrator with web-based services to manage the
information of the mlearning system and other services
provided by the system. It also provides the lecturer with
web-based tools to manage the information required. The
mLearning system is majorly intended for students. The
students can download and view learning materials and
they can also send feedback to the lecturer on a particular
course for evaluation. The system was not hosted on the
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3.2

Architecture of a Secured Cloud- Based Mobile
Learning Management System
The architecture of a secured cloud-based mobile leaning
management system is presented in Figure 1. The system
comprises of three main modules namely; the client
model, mobile network and cloud model. The system
allow users to access the cloud by logging in or
registering through the mobile application on their mobile
devices which is connected to the internet via internet
service provider or Wi-Fi.

Step 4: if E Dn, goto 1
Else goto 5
Step 5: Add user Ui record in database Dn
Step 6: End
To login a user Ui;
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Input user details in login form
Step 3: Check if email and password of Ui Dn
Step 4: If Email and Password of Ui Dn
Goto 5
Else display “Invalid email / password” and goto
1
Step 5: Log user Ui into the system
Step 6: Create user session and set role.
Step 7: end

The user’s sends a request for a resource to the cloud
server, the business logic layer gets this request, processes
it and sends a request message to the data /file access
layer to return the requested resource. The data access
layer checks if the user is authorized to use the resource
he is requesting, if he is, access is granted and the
requested resource is fetched from the database through a
data query/search engine and then sends it to the user
mobile device for viewing through the business layer.
Meanwhile, if the user is not authorized to access this
resource, the data access layer sends an error code to the
business layer which in turn relays the appropriate error
message to the user.

(ii)
Mobile Devices:
The client device could be in the form of smart mobile
phones, tablets or a PDA. The mobile device include the
mobile application and the adaptation.
Mobile Application: The client software on the smart
device is mainly client application programs. Users visit
the mobile learning management system (MLMS) server
through the mobile application on their various devices.
The mobile application has been compiled to run only on
android mobile operating system using web technologies
such as Java and android API.

3.3
Component of the Cloud-Molemas
(a)
Client model:
The client model is an interactive interface between users
and the system. Its responsibility is to deal with the dialog
between users and system. The client model provides
separate interfaces for the users i.e. students/learners,
lecturers/instructors, and administrators. It also contains
the following functional modules: users, mobile device,
mobile application and adaptation.

Adaptation : One of the challenges associated with the
use of mobile devices for learning is the size of the
screen. Content management must be carefully considered
to be suitable for different types of devices. To facilitate
this type of management, the delivery of learning material
is adaptive to better suit the learner and the mobile device
used. Adaptability can be performed in multiple ways and
for this purpose various techniques can be used to get all
needed data. In this system the profile of the user is
retrieved and the mobile device specifications are sensed
at each new session. The specification of the mobile
device used is also gathered and accordingly, the contents
are displayed on the user’s mobile screen. For instance,
the size of a picture will be chosen according to the
dimensions of the mobile device's screen. This will ensure
that the information delivered to the learner is properly
displayed. The adaptation gathers information about the
learner profile and the mobile specifications which are the
key elements for content adaptation and delivery, and it
also offers the learner a personalized experience of
learning. The presentation adaptation can include

(i)
Users :
The Cloud-Molemas allows three different types of users
to interact with the system according to given privileges.
They are the administrator, lecturer and student. Each of
them can login into the system with a related identity,
possessing different operating authority and functions.
Algorithm for Registration and Logging in of a User.
Suppose in the database Dn, there exists Ui for 1 ≤ I ≤ m
for m number of users.
To register a user Ui;
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Input user details in registration form.
Step 3: Check if E of Ui Dn where E is email of user
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adaptation of the structure, adaptation of the media
format, quality or even type, etc.

Step 4: input full details of file e.g. name, type, course
code, department, etc.
Step 5: submit form for upload
Step 6: If file is valid go to step 7
Else print” Invalid file” go to step 3
Step 7: Store file details in database and move file to
cloud storage.
Step 8: Stop

(b)
Mobile Network Services
The mobile network services refer to the choice of
network or service provider preferable by the user for
internet provision. Also among mobile network services is
the Wi-Fi service and which is virtually owned by every
tertiary institution these days.

Algorithm for viewing and downloading learning
materials

(c)
Cloud model
Cloud computing presented in the architecture is an
efficient component by which students, lecturers and
users can access, store learning data, communicate with
each other in the cloud at anytime and anywhere through
the use of their mobile devices connected to the internet.
The cloud offer pay-as-you-go service because internal
datacenters and application are delivered as a service over
the internet to the public use making it a Public Cloud.
Thus, the hardware and system software component in the
cloud are the Business Logic Layer, Data Access Layer,
Authentication server and Database.

Step 1: Start
Step 2: if user login is successful goto 3
Else goto 1
Step 3: Get all course materials from the cloud and
display them, grouped by department and course
code.
Step 4: Select file for download
Step 5: Get file from cloud storage and save to user
device
Step 6: Stop

(i)
Business Logic layer
The business logic layer receive request from the client
model through the mobile network, process it and pass it
down to the data access layer and to the database server.
The result is sent back to the client model. The business
logic layer consist of two modules namely Mobile
Learning
Management
System
(MLMS)
and
Communication Module. These two modules interact
within the cloud-based mobile learning system.

Algorithm for uploading assignment
Step 1: start
Step 2: If user level = special, goto 3
Else print “Access is denied. Please contact
admin”. Goto 7
Step 3: select assignment file for upload
Step 4: Fill details e.g. deadline, course, etc. and submit
form
Step 5: if file is valid goto 6
Else print “invalid file” goto 3
Step 6: Store assignment details in database and upload
file to cloud storage.
Step 7: stop.

Mobile Learning Management System (MLS): consists
of functions that allow users to view learning materials
through a guided curriculum. It allows special users to
upload courses and course materials, allows student to
view and download this course material.
It also consists of an assignment module that enables
lecturer to create assignment, which will be downloaded
by students and answers would later be uploaded and then
graded by lecturers. This enhances the evaluation of the
user whether he is truly learning therefore measuring the
efficiency of the system.

Algorithm for Assignment Answer Upload
Step 1: start
Step 2: if user login is successful goto 3 Else goto 6
Step 3: Show a prompt displaying assignment details and
options to download and upload answer.
Step 4: if user select download, save assignment file to
user device.
Step5: if user select upload answer goto 6
Step 6: display upload form
Step 7: On form submit, if file is valid goto 8
Else goto 6
Step 8: save answer details in database and upload file to
cloud storage.

Algorithm for Uploading of Learning materials
Step 1: Start
Step 2: If user level= special, goto step 3
Else print “Access is denied.
Please contact admin”. Goto step 8
Step 3: select file for upload
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Step 9: stop

(iv)
Database Server
Files such as learning documents, assignment, videos and
audios are stored in this system and they need to be
accessible at all times. The cloud provides a file storage
system to help maintain and serve file easily. All files are
organized sequentially and their details stored in the
database. The database is responsible for storing all data
used throughout the system. Therefore, it is important that
it runs at all times as data can be needed at anytime and
anywhere, also the information is stored securely and
backed up regularly. The cloud makes all this easy as
cloud service providers provide functionalities to
automatically carry out maintenance on the database as it
is the backbone of the whole system.

Communication Module: provides a functionality for
users in the system to be able to communicate with one
another through messages anytime and anywhere. Every
user has an inbox that contains messages received and he
can also send message to other users. This functionality is
important as it enables constant communication in
learning. For example, two students can discuss a course
or assignment through their mobile device. All messages
are stored securely in the cloud database for longevity and
easy retrieval
(ii)
Data Access Layer
It contains the search engine and links. Its main task is to
receive requesting information from the business logic
layer, then complete the function of querying, refreshing
and changing data in the database. Thereafter, it returns
the results to the business logic layer server. Data layer
provides data sources for the application of the m-learning
system through the search engine and links.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION/RESULTS
4.1 Implementation
CLOUD-MOLEMAS was implemented using java
programming language, android API and MySql was
used as the database system. The reasons for using
Android API and Java are:

(iii)
Authentication Server
This is the part of the system that handles authentication
and authorization. It verifies if a user has the right to
access the system and also the right to perform an
intended action (such as updating, retrieving, transferring,
deleting, etc.) on data. The authentication server grant
access to authorized users and denies unauthorized users
to use resources on the system. This is achieved through
the generation of passwords for users with special
privileges such as admin, lecturers, etc. while normal
users such as students simply need to register to access
the system.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Algorithm for Authorization of Special Users.

(iv)

Suppose UL is the access level of a user
At start up, UL = normal
Step 1: Start
Step 2: User input details in login form.
Step 3: Search details in database records.
Step 4: If email and password exist in the database and
user type = lecturer or admin change UL =
special goto 5
Else
Print “INVALID USERNAME / PASSWORD”,
goto 2
Step 5: log user in with special privileges.
Step6: stop.

Android is the largest shareholder of the
smartphone market, so to target the largest mobile
client possible Android platform is the best to use.
The Android API is created and maintained by
Google which provide quality assurance stability in
its engineering.
Android studio provide an easy graphical interface
to create screen designs combined with a fullfledged IDE for coding, a debugger, an inbuilt
Android Virtual Machine for easy testing during
development under different simulated devices
environment and screen sizes.
Java is a simple and powerful object oriented
programming language

Microsoft MySQL
This is the relational database management server that is
used to stores data in form of tables. It is made up of the
following tables: lecturer, course materials and student.
Figures 2, 3 and 4 are the screen shots of the database and
contents. Figures 5 and 6 are the screen shots of the
database schema
Flow of the System
Figure 7 shows the flowchart of the system. There are
different logins for the student and the lecturer. The
students register themselves in the system for further
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process. The non-registered user cannot access any of the
feature of the system.

given to the user so that unauthorized user won’t be able
to gain assess.

After login, the students will be able to perform the tasks
like viewing/downloading of
course materials and
assignment, submitting assignment, making comment and
communicating with other students and lecturers.

This page enables the authorized student to be able to
login and view/download the uploaded materials or
assignments.
A logged in student is welcomed with the uploaded
materials by the lecturer and has the option to save for
offline viewing. Figure 14 shows the Student Home Page
displaying the available materials and figure 15 shows the
saved material. From the student’s perspective, he or she
is able to view, download and also save the materials.

After the Lecturer login to his profile, he can upload
course material and assignement for the students,
view/download submitted assignment, assess/grade the
assignment and also make comment.
At the end, after performing the respective tasks in their
respestive profiles, user needs to logout from the system
for security purpose.

4.3 Discussion
This work aimed at developing a secured cloud based
mobile learning management system for students at Ondo
State University of Science and Technology, Okitipupa.
The work is expected to overcome the problems faced by
users with the current system used. The expected
outcomes of using the developed cloud based mLearning
management system include:

4.2 Results
The front-end user interface of CLOUD-MOLEMAS is a
graphical representation of the design. The graphical user
interface components are used to provide good navigation
and easy access to frequently used data. The splash screen
allows login and signup for users. It consists of four
sections namely: Registration Screen, Login Screen,
Lecturer session and Student Session.

(i) The system enables accurate registration of students
and lecturers
(ii) It facilitates authentication, so as to ensure that only
authorized users gain access to services
(iii) It provides functions and features such as validation
and user friendliness
(iv) It provides a mobile learning system enabled by the
cloud.
(iv) The system provides seamless communication
between students and lecturers
(v) The system was designed to support collaborative
learning.
(vi) The system can be adapted to a number of different
environment.

The application allows the user to login as a lecturer or
student.The lecturer fills the form displayed in Figure 8 to
log in with his details.
After logging in, the lecturer home page will pop-up as
shown in figure 9. This home page consists of the
following button: upload materials, edit profile, start chat,
send message and logout.
Figures 10 and 11 show the UPLOAD material page and
the status respectively. To UPLOAD material, the title of
the material to be uploaded is entered, the level is selected
and the file to be uploaded is chosen and the upload
button is pressed. After which a message “material
uploaded” is display. This material is now available on
the cloud for view and download.

V. CONCLUSION
The mobile learning has been made easy with cloud
computing which enables building of technology eco
systems without having to purchase physical devices.
Cloud computing coupled with mobile devices enable the
possibility of building system that are accessible at any
time on any platform.

Figure 12 and 13 shows the registration and login page for
student. Figure 12 is the page that is displayed when the
student clicks on the registration button. This enables him
or her to register as a user. Every new user has to register
first to get login id as well as password.

In this work, a secured cloud-based mobile learning
management
system
(CLOUD-MOLEMAS)
was
designed. The system is made up of the client model,
mobile network and the cloud model. The CLOUDMOLEMAS provides the user such as the student or

Figure 13 is the page that is displayed when the student
clicks on the login button. The registered user can directly
login. The user validation will be done based on the id
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lecturer with the means to access e-learning
functionalities on their mobile devices. This application
was developed using Android Studio and can be
downloaded and installed by android phone users. In
future, apps could be developed for other platforms. e.g.
IOS, Blackberry. The communication could be extended
to support audio and video live streaming features to
enable easy communication between users on the
platform.

[6]

[7]
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Figure 1: Architecture Design of a Secured Cloud-Based Mobile Learning Management System
(CLOUD-MOLEMAS)
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Figure 2 : Screenshot displaying the database application of the lecturer
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Figure 3: Screenshot displaying the database application of the course materials
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Figure 4: Screenshot displaying the database application of the Student
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Figure 5: Screenshot displaying the Relation
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Figure 6: Screenshot displaying the Assignment files
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Figure 7: Flowchart of a Secured Cloud-Based Mobile Learning Management System
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Figure 8: The Lecturer login screen into the Mobile Learning Platform
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Figure 9: Lecturer Home Page

Figure 9: Lecturer Home Page
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Figure 10: Upload Page
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Figure 11: Uploading in action
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Figure 12: Register Form for Students
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Figure 13: Login Form for Students
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Figure 14: Home Screen for Students
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Figure 15: The student screen displaying saved material
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APPENDIX
Table 1: Summary of the Review papers

Ref
No

Literature Review

Name
Author(s)

of

1

On Mobile Cloud
Computing in a
Mobile
Learning
System

Afolabi
(2014)

2

An
E-learning
System Architecture
based on Cloud
Computing

Anwar
M.D.
Masud H. and
Huang X. (2012)

3

A Cloud Based
Mobile
Learning
Interface

Boyinbode O. and
Akintade F. (2015)

Architecture

A.O.

Limitation
The system does not
allow
for
communication
between students and
lecturer.
Hence,
students understanding
and learning pace
cannot be assessed.
It
also
inhibits
collaborative learning
as users cannot truly
communicate on the
system
The authors actually
failed to propose a
strategy for integration
or implementation of
the
proposed
architecture.

There is no interactive
and
collaborative
learning.
There is no lecturer
module that allows
assessment of students
to further identify and
improve
student’s
weaknesses.
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4

Exploring
the
Suitability
of
Handheld Devices
for
Mobile
Learning.

Boyinbode O and
Ogundipe
T.
(2017).

5

Designing a Mobileapp-based
Collaborative
Learning System

Cheong C. Bruno
V. and Cheong F.
(2012)

6

Design
and
Research of Android
Mobile
Learning
system.

Han J., Yin H.,
Liu J., and
Dong J. (2010)

7

The Frame Work Hemabala J. and
Design of Mobile
Suresh
E.S.M.
Learning
Management
(2012).
System,

Nil

There is no means of
communication
between students and
lecturer.
It
also
inhibits
collaborative learning
as users cannot truly
communicate on the
system

The system is designed
to be used in a lecture
environment
which
makes it not fully
portable and available
for use at anywhere
and at any time.
The system is based on
a server which is not
cloud enabled which
requires
that
all
students need to be
physically present in
the classroom before
they can utilize the
system.
It can only be access by
a mobile client with
android OS. It is
important that access is
provided
for
all
students regardless of
device OS.

The system was not
hosted on the mobile
cloud
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8

A
Web-based
platform for Mobile
Learning
Management
System

Ikuomola A. J and
Nureni
O.
N,
(2013)

The system was not
hosted on the mobile
cloud so the mobile
devices cannot work
perfectly with little
memory space.

9

Developing
a
Mobile
Learning
Management
System for Outdoors
Nature
Science
Activities Based on
5e Learning Cycle.

Lai A., Lai H.,
Chuang W and Wu
Z (2015).

The learning attitude
towards
marine
education
is
not
promoted divergently
after
learning
experiment. It was not
launch on a long term
learning
experiment
and cannot be apply on
different
learning
domain.

Nil
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Table 2: Justification for the new architecture
Title

Name of
Author(S)

A Secured CloudBased
Mobile
Learning
Management
System

Ikuomola A.
J. (2018)

New Architecture

Strength/Justification
for the new
Architecture
The system is hosted
on the mobile cloud.
Security is enabled
through the use of
access
control
mechanism.
It is portable and
available for use at
anywhere and at any
time.

Adaptation: the system
has the ability to know
the characteristics and
specification of the
ubiquitous
device
including
the
environment
and
deliver the learning
material base on that.
It is accessible to all
students regardless of
device OS.
It allows the students
to
communicate
directly with their
lecturer by sending
text messages so as to
make comment on the
learning
materials,
assignment
and
tutorials provided by
the lecturer. It also
allows students to
interact with their
colleagues
Assessment
mechanism: It allows
lecturer
to
assess/evaluate
students
learning
performance.
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It allows the system
administrator to know
the system state and
check whether the data
has been compromised
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ABSTRACT

Software is inevitable to have bugs. Localization of bugs has attracted many researchers due to its importance in
software maintenance. Automation of Bug localization using Information Retrieval (IR) -Based approach has been
proposed to attract more researchers due to its relatively low computational cost. Despite this automation,
localization of bugs still takes the developers many hours or days to locate bugs. This paper tends to do a survey of
some features that can be added to IR-Based bug localization process to enhance its performance and give a better
result in terms of accuracy. The result from the six tools considered for this survey shows that there is an
improvement in those with enhancement features compare with the baseline that has no enhancement features. The
top N, MAP and MRR values of these tools outperform the technique without any enhancement.
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According to the study reported in [8], only Eclipse
project received 4,414 bug reports in 2009 while [5]
reported that every day, almost 300 bugs appear that need
triaging and Mozilla projects received 51,154 bugs in 4
years. It is always challenging for developers to
effectively and efficiently remove bugs, while not
advertently introducing new ones at the same time [9].
Therefore, effective methods for locating bugs
automatically from bug reports are highly desirable [10].
To overcome this issue, automated bug localization
techniques, take as input bug reports and use textual
information from the summary and description fields of
these reports to find the buggy source code files [4].

I. INTRODUCTION

It has always been an inevitable scenario for software to
develop fault despite the energy and resources developers
devote in producing software. Sometimes, the fault might
not be detected immediately but as update continues, size
and complexity grows and more use persists, there is
tendency for the software to have bugs or faults. A
software bug, or sometimes called fault, is a situation
where software can no longer perform to its expectation.
In other to fix bugs in software, developers set up a bug
repository for collecting bug reports from users. A bug
report is a detailed description, in a natural language text
of the problems encountered in using the software. Bug
reports are essential and vital for any software
development. It is through the bug report that a customer
is able to inform developers about the unexpected result
encountered in using their software [1]. It usually contains
a Bug Identifier (ID), Open date (the date a bug was
submitted), fix date (the date a bug was fixed), summary
and description (detailed information of a bug) [2].

The automation involves the use of Information Retrieval(IR) based and Spectrum-Based approaches. The IRbased approach works by computing similarities between
a reported bug and source code file [10] [11]. The source
code files are then ranked based on their similarities to a
reported bug. In spectrum-based approach, bugs are
located via program execution information [12].

In other to improve the reliability of systems, developers
often allow users to submit bug reports to bug tracking
system [3]. A Bug Tracking System (BTS) deals with the
keeping track of reported bugs in software development.
It is responsible for the management of bug repositories
and help to document, assign, close and archive bug
reports, which will later be sent to the developers of the
software to locate and fix the bug. To manage bugs that
appear in a software, developers often make use of a bug
tracking system such as Bugzilla [4]. Open source
development projects typically support an open bug
repository to which both developers and users can report
bugs [5].

Despite these approaches for automatic bug localization,
the developers still have a lot of source code files to
search through before the buggy files can be found. In
other to improve the performance of these approaches,
there are some features identified which when combine
with these two automated approaches will greatly increase
the accuracy of the bug localization process. This paper
reviewed some of these features and also shows the result
of those that have used them before.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section discusses some identified features that
developers normally take into consideration when
carrying out bug localization manually. Some of these
features are not incorporated into the automated process.
1. Stack Traces
2. Similar/Previously Fixed Bug Report
3. Version History
4. Components Structure
5. Dynamic execution Information
Stack Traces: Bug reports often contain stack trace
information, which may provide direct clues for possible
buggy files. Source files that are related to stack traces
information in the bug report can be used to increase the
ranking of the file based on the observation that the files
covered by the stack trace are more likely to be bugprone. Stack trace information refers to when an
exception handling occur. Figure 1 presents an example of

Bug localization is an instance of concept location, where
the change request is expressed as a bug report, and the
end goal is to change the existing code to correct an
undesired behavior of the software [6]. One of the most
time-consuming tasks to resolve a bug report is to find the
buggy files that are responsible for a reported bug. A
system may contain thousands or more files and often
only one or few of these files need to be changed to fix a
bug [3]. The study carried out by [7] in which 374 bugs
from Rhino, AspectJ and Lucene were analyzed found
that 84-93% of the bugs resided in 1-2 source code files;
this shows how difficult the task of bug localization can
be. In cases of large software products, the number of bug
reports in its bug repository may be so many that it will be
very tedious for developers to resolve the large number of
bug reports.
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a stack trace contained in a bug report of Eclipse, it Dynamic Execution Information: It helps in complimenting
contains a very long stack trace observed by the bug the ranking of IR-based technique, it comprises of coverage,
reporter. In the real fix of this bug, file table.java which
slicing and spectrum information. [16] stated that, spectrum
also appears in the stack trace is actually modified [13].
information can help by ranking program entities based on
This implies that buggy components can be easily located suspiciousness scores and its ranking can complement ranking
by analyzing the stack trace in bug reports.
by IR-based techniques, also coverage and slicing can help to
reduce the search space of IR-technique. Execution
information can also help to boost the performance of IR, but
Bug ID 87855
Summary NullPointerException in
it should be noted that coverage and slicing only help to
Table.callWindowProc
reduce the search space but cannot rank the buggy files while
Here is a stack trace I found when trying to kill a
spectrum suspiciousness score, if used with IR, will
running process by
complement its ranking.
pressing the kill button in the console view. I use
3.1M5a.
!ENTRY org.eclipse.ui 4 0 2005-03-12 14:26:25.58
!MESSAGE java.lang.NullPointerException
!STACK 0
java.lang.NullPointerException
at org.eclipse...Table.callWindowProc(Table.java:)
atorg.eclipse...Table.sendMouseDownEvent(Table.java
:2084)
at org.eclipse...Table.WM
LBUTTONDOWN(Table.java:3174)
atorg.eclipse...Control.windowProc(Control.java:3057)
atorg.eclipse...Display.windowProc(Display.java:3480)
...
atorg.eclipse.core.launcher.Main.run(Main.java:887)
atorg.eclipse.core.launcher.Main.main(Main.java:871)

III. COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF WORKS DONE
ON
PERFORMANCE
ENHANCEMENT
FEATURES
This section presents the result of other work done using
some of the enhancements features discussed in section II
and the improvement it has on bug localization process.
Discussion
BLIA: Is an IR-based bug localization process that uses
Stack traces, similar bug report and code change history
as enhancement features to boost the process. Their
results show that enhancement features can be used to
increase the performance of IR-based bug localization.
At the Top N rank (one of the performance metric for IR)
which is set to 1, 5, and 10. BLIA outperform the
baseline, where no enhancement features were added. The
Mean Average Precision (MAP), which is used to rank all
buggy files; and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) which is
used for finding the first buggy files. From the table,
BLIA outperforms the MAP and MRR values of the
baseline.
BugLocator: It uses previously fixed bug report as
enhancement for the IR used. It also outperforms the
values of the base line both at Top N rank, MAP and
MRR across all projects considered.
BRTracer: This is based on the use of stack traces to
boost the performance of IR. The results shows that stack
trace, as an enhancement feature for bug localization
process, can improve performance.
Amalgam: Version history, similar bug report and
components structure were used as the enhancement in
this approach. Both their top N rank, MAP and MRR
results show the benefit of adding these features for IRbased bug localization process.
Amalgam+: The result of this approach which uses
version history, similar bug report, stack traces, reporter

Figure 1: Bug report with stack traces
Previously Fixed bug: This is often called similar report;
it refers to the files responsible for a bug fixed recently
which are more likely to be responsible for other bugs in
the near future. That is, information on locations where
past similar bugs were fixed could help locate the relevant
files for the new bug [8]. Figure 2 shows an example of an
older report with ID: 50303, which were reported nine
months before the bug report with ID: 76138 shown in
Figure 3. The two bug reports share common words
which are highlighted and these can be a pointer to the
buggy files.
Version History: This refers to historical data of changes
made to source code files that are stored in a version control
system during program evolution. This historical data can be
used to improve bug localization performance [3] [14].
Components Structure: Bug reports and source codes files
have structures. Bug reports have several fields including
summary and description. Source code files can be split into
class names, method names, variable names and comments.
This structural information can be leveraged for bug
localization [3] [15].
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information and components structure as enhancement
features.
BLUiR: Components structure of the source code files is
used to enhance the performance of IR in this approach.
Their result also outperforms the performance of baseline
where no enhancement features was added.

[6]

[7]

The result of the six tools across all projects shows that
the there is a wide gap between the baseline result without
any enhancement and those with enhancement. For
instance, in Table 1 Amalgam at top 1, 5 and 10 for
AspectJ project has 44.4%, 65.4% and 73.1% while
baseline has 12.59%, 23.78% and 28.67%. This
percentage is considered low because the higher the
percentage of the top N ranks, the better the result. Also,
the MAP and MRR result for this approach has 0.33% and
0.54% while the baseline has 0.18% and 0.08%.

[8]

[9]
[10]

IV. CONCLUSION
[11]

This paper identifies some enhancement features that can
be used to boost the performance of IR-based bug
localization technique. Some of the research works
considered were able to get a better result when the
features are added than using only IR-technique approach
to bug localization.

[12]

It is therefore recommended that these features can be of
utmost importance and also boost the performance of IR if
added to the process.

[13]
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Bug ID

50303

Open date

2004-01-20 20:55

Summary

Ant Editor outline ”Link with Editor”

Description

Similar to the Java Editor it would be a nice enhancement to have a ”Link with
Editor” toggle button for the Ant Editor outline page

Fixed Files

Org.eclipse.ant.internal.ui.editor.AntEditor.java
7 other files

Figure 2: Previously Fixed Bug Reports

Bug ID: 76138
Open Date: 2004-10-12 21:53:00
Summary: Ant editor not following tab/space setting on shift right
Description:
This is from 3.1 M2. I have Ant->Editor-> Display tab width set to 2, insert spaces for tab
when typing checked. I also have Ant->Editor->Formatter->Tab size set to 2, and use tab
character instead of spaces _unchecked_.
Now when I open a build,xml and try to do some indentation, everything works fine
according to the above settings, except when I highlight a block and press tab to indent it.
It’s the tab character instead of 2 spaces that’s inserted in this case.
Fixed Files:
org.eclipse.ant.internal.ui.editor.AntEditor.java
org.eclipse.ant.internal.ui.editor.AntEditorSourceViewerConfiguration.java

Figure 3: An Eclipse Bug report with fixed files
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Table 1: Summary of the automated tools and their performance measures.

Project
[8]

Approach
[13] [14]

Top1
(%)

Top5
(%)

Top10
(%)

MAP

MRR

AspectJ

BLIA
BugLocator
BRTracer
AmaLgam
AmaLgam+
BLUiR
Baseline No
Enhancement
BLIA
BugLocator
BRTracer
AmaLgam
AmaLgam+
BLUiR
Baseline No
Enhancement
BLIA
BugLocator
BRTracer
AmaLgam
AmaLgam+
BLUiR
Baseline No
Enhancement
BLIA
BugLocator
BRTracer
AmaLgam
AmaLgam+
BLUiR
Baseline No
Enhancement

37.7
30.8
39.5
44.4
49.4
33.9
12.59

64.4
51.1
60.5
65.4
72.7
52.4
23.78

73.2
59.4
68.9
73.1
80.3
61.5
28.67

0.323
0.22
0.286
0.33
0.40
0.25
0.18

0.491
0.41
0.491
0.54
0.60
0.43
0.08

68.4
39.8
46.9
62.2
63.3
56.1
11.22

82.7
67.4
79.6
81.6
80.6
76.5
32.65

89.8
81.6
88.8
89.8
89.8
87.8
45.92

0.637
0.45
0.53
0.62
0.62
0.58
0.23

0.746
0.53
0.595
0.71
0.71
0.66
0.20

50.0
40.0
N/A
40.0
40.0
40.0
20.0

60.0
60.0
N/A
65.0
65.0
65.0
35.0

80.0
70.0
N/A
70.0
70.0
70.0
50.0

0.506
0.44
N/A
0.41
0.41
0.39
0.28

0.574
0.50
N/A
0.51
0.51
0.49
0.27

N/A
29.1
32.6
34.5
35.7
32.9
6.86

N/A
53.8
55.9
57.7
60.3
56.2
16.91

N/A
62.6
65.2
67.0
69.1
65.4
23.93

N/A
0.30
0.33
0.35
0.36
0.33
0.13

N/A
0.41
0.43
0.45
0.47
0.43
0.09

SWT

ZXing

Eclipse
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Supplementary Section: Some Titles of Project Reports, Theses and
Dissertations of Degrees Awarded by Higher Institutions
______________________________________________________________________________
FEATURED UNIVERSITY: KOGI
UNIVERSITY, ANYIGBA, NIGERIA

STATE

Incumbent Vice Chancellor: Professor Muhammed
Sani Abdulkadir
Immediate Past Vice Chancellor: Professor H. S. Isah
(i)

Degree Programme:
B.Sc.(Ed) (Physics)

Project Title

Year
Award
Authors

of

Matriculation
Number
Supervisor
Department
Head
of
Department
(at the time of
award)
Faculty
Dean
of
Faculty
(at
the time of
award)

(ii)

An Evaluation of Academic
Performance of B.Sc. Physics and
B.Sc. (Ed) Physics Students in Kogi
State University, Anyigba
2015

Degree Programme:
B.Sc. (Computer Science)

Project Title
Year
of
Award
Author
Matriculation
Number
Supervisor
Department
Head
of
Department
(at the time of
award)
Faculty
Dean
of
Faculty
(at
the time of
award)

John ADONDUWA, John Shaka
AHMODU, Habibat Ojochogwu
IBRAHIM and Hope JEREMIAH
13EP2001, 13EP2002, 13EP2003,
13EP2004
A. K. Ali
Science Education
Dr. (Mrs.) H. O. Ali

Education
Dr. Noah E. Daluba
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Performance Evaluation of Kogi
State University Network
2014
Tsebam Mopa YAKPE
10MS1119
Professor Bamidele Oluwade
Mathematical Sciences
Professor M. A. Ibiejugba

Natural Sciences
Professor J. I. Omada
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(iii)

Project Title

Year
of
Award
Author
Matriculation
Number
Supervisor
Department
Head
of
Department
(at the time of
award)
Faculty
Dean
of
Faculty
(at
the time of
award)
Dean, School
of
Postgraduate
Studies

(iv)

Degree Programme:
Ph.D. (Computer Science)

Development and Evaluation of
Fingerprint,
Auto-pin
and
Password-Based Security Systems
in Cloud Computing Environment
2018

Project Title

Year
Award
Author

Emmanuel OGALA
13PGCS8003
Professor B. A. Oluwade
Professor F. S. Bakpo
Mathematical Sciences
Dr. David Omale

of

Matriculation
Number
Supervisor

&

Department
Head
of
Department
(at the time of
award)
Faculty
Dean
of
Faculty
(at
the time of
award)
Dean, School
of
Postgraduate
Studies

Natural Sciences
Dr. P. K. Onoja

Professor (Mrs.) Marietu Tenuche
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Degree Programme:
Ph.D. (Computer Science)

Development of a Data Mining
Model for Classification of African
Medicinal Plants for Healthcare Use
2018
Victoria Ifeoluwa YEMI-PETERS
(Mrs.)
13PGCS8001
Professor B. A. Oluwade
Professor F. S. Bakpo
Mathematical Sciences
Dr. David Omale

Natural Sciences
Dr. P. K. Onoja

Professor (Mrs.) Marietu Tenuche

&
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News Section: Forthcoming International Conferences & Journal
______________________________________________________________________________














(A) 2019 ANNUAL MEETING & STUDENT
RESEARCH CONFERENCE OF SIGMA
XI, THE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
HONOR SOCIETY, USA
The 2019 Annual Meeting and Student Research
Conference of The Sigma Xi, The Scientific
Research Honor Society, Research Triangle Park,
USA will take place as follows:
Date: 14th – 17th November, 2019
Venue: Monona Terrace
Madison, Wisconsin, USA

Convention

Center,

Theme: Our Changing Global Environment








For
details,
please
check
https://www.sigmaxi.org/meetings-events/annualmeeting-and-student-research-conference
NOTE
The 2018 Annual Meeting & Student Research
Conference of the society took place from 25th-28th
October, 2018 at the Hyatt Regency San Francisco
Airport, California. The theme of the event was ‘Big
Data and the Future of Research’.

Robotic Technology
Space and Satellite Technology
Computational Intelligence
Control System/Cybernetics
Alternative Energy Technology
Social Media Technology
Big Data
Cloud Computing
Animation
Artificial intelligence and Machine learning
Image Processing and Computer Vision
Computer networks and security
Microprocessors, microcontrollers and
computer architecture
Information System
Systems Programming
Internet of Things
Construction Technology
Software Engineering
Other Emergent and Alternative
Technologies

Preamble
Following the successful organization of the 1st
International Conference of IEEE Nigeria Computer
Chapter (IEEEnigeriaComputConf’16) in November,
2016,
IEEE
Nigeria
Computer
Chapter
(http://www.sites.ieee.org/nigeria-cs) is pleased to
present its 2019 2nd International Conference, tagged
IEEEnigComputConf’19. This conference is being
organized in collaboration with the Department of

(B) 2019
2ND
INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE OF THE IEEE NIGERIA
COMPUTER
CHAPTER
(IN
COLLABORATION
WITH
THE
DEPARTMENT
OF
COMPUTER
ENGINEERING, AHMADU BELLO
UNIVERSITY, ZARIA, KADUNA STATE,
NIGERIA (IEEEnigComputConf’19)

Computer Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University,
Zaria, Kaduna State, Nigeria.

Date: Monday, 14th October (Arrival & Registration)
– Thursday, 17th October, 2019 (Closing &
Departure)

The Chapter is a Technical Society within the IEEE
Nigeria Section (http://www.sites.ieee.org/nigeria).
The Chapter is also a branch of the IEEE Computer
Society which is an affiliate of the Institute of

Venue: Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria
Theme: The Role of Computing in the Evolution and
Development of Emergent and Alternative
Technologies

Electrical & Electronics Engineers Inc. (IEEE), USA
(http://www.ieee.org). IEEE Inc. USA was
established in 1884, while the Nigeria Section of the

Subthemes: These include, but are not limited to the
following:

Institute was first introduced to Nigeria in 1976
before it was reactivated in 2000. The Mission of
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IEEE is to foster technological innovation and
excellence for the benefit of humanity. IEEE has over
400,000 members in about 160 countries. In

Papers
Acceptance of Full
Papers
Submission of Cameraready Accepted Papers
& Payment of Normal
Registration Fees

particular, IEEE Computer Society is the world’s
largest association of computing and IT
professionals. It has a global network of 257 chapters
in 168 countries. IEEE Nigeria Computer Chapter is
one of these chapters.

26th August, 2019

Partnership & Sponsorship
For opportunities on partnership and sponsorship,
please send email or text, or call any of the following:
(i)
bamideleoluwade@computer.org
(ii)
(+234(0)8033608519)
(iii)
yashaaban@abu.edu.ng
(+234(0)7036893646)

Present day civilization is invariably inter-twined
with technology and one of the essential engines of
these technologies is computer engineering and
sciences. Computing drives virtually all areas of
human endeavour including transportation (e.g.
flying cars, express trains), power, health,
(tele)communication, banking, housing, agriculture,
tourism etc. In this conference, the evolution and
development
of
emergent
and
alternative
technologies are examined from the perspectives of
computer engineering, computer science, information

(C) CALL FOR PAPERS IN THE MAIDEN
EDITION OF AFRICAN JOURNAL OF
MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION
SYSTEM (Afr. J. MIS)
As a result of demand, the maiden edition of African
Journal of Management Information System (Afr. J.
MIS), will be published in January/February 2019. It
is planned to be a quarterly publication.

technology and allied areas.
Paper Submission Medium
https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=ieeenigcomp
utconf19

Manuscripts are invited for consideration for
publication in this edition or in any of its subsequent
editions. The journal is applying similar editorial
process, procedure, standard and rigour which have
been the hallmark of the sister journal - African
Journal of Computing & ICT (https://afrjcict.net) for about eleven years. Thus, the journal is an open
access journal in which manuscripts are promptly
reviewed without compromising quality.

Conference Email (for communication other than
paper submission):
ieeenigcomputconf19@easychair.org
Conference Website/Website of IEEE Nigeria
Computer Chapter
http://www.sites.ieee.org/nigeria-cs
Guideline and Deadline for Paper Submission
Papers should be prepared using Microsoft Word and
limited to 10 pages of A4 length. Camera-ready
papers are to be prepared using IEEE conference
paper template, and so efforts should be made to
prepare initial papers using this template. This is
available at:
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/
publishing/templates.html
EVENT
Submission of Extended
Abstract
Acceptance of Extended
Abstract
Submission of Full

12th August, 2019

The scope and area of coverage of Afr. J. MIS
include the following: Information Science,
Information
System,
Management
Sciences,
Information
Technology,
Telecommunication
Management, Law of MIS, Media Technology
Management, Transport Management, Engineering
Management, Hotel Management, Book and Journal
Management, Educational Management, and related
areas.

DEADLINE
13th May, 2019

Manuscripts may be submitted to the Chief Editor via
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Call for Papers & Subscription Details
______________________________________________________________________________
Papers for consideration for publication in African
Journal of Computing & ICT, ISSN 2006 – 1781,
are invited which contain substantial ideas that have
the potential of aiding inventions or a technological
breakthrough for general and specialized use .The
Journal mainly publishes online editions; print
editions are published in restricted quantities based
on request. Four editions are normally published
every year. Special editions are published as the need
arises.

& Data Warehousing *Knowledge Management
*Computer Architecture *Web Services *Cloud
Computing *Internet of Things *Information
Technology in Construction Management *Intelligent
Building * DNA Computing * Modelling &
Simulation * Space & Satellite Communication
System
Prospective Authors
Papers are solicited, not only from seasoned scholars,
but also from young researchers with research results,
such as (post)graduate students in related fields. All
papers are fully refereed. Highlights of current
journal
policy
may
be
obtained
from
https://afrjcict.net/faq

Scope
The journal especially welcomes papers focussing on
novel application of computing and ICT to the
solution of challenges and peculiarities of the African
continent, nay, under-developed world. Examples of
such themes are application of computing principles
to African Traditional Religion practices (such as Ifa
divination), application of ICT to solve epileptic
electric power supply, harnessing of solar and
alternative power, and effective biometric solution to
identity card management. Others include ICT
applications to areas like cyber-theft, insecurity
(terrorism, kidnapping etc), electoral process, cheap
and affordable houses/roads/rails, oil and mineral
exploration etc. In general, papers are solicited from
all areas of computer science and information and
communication technology, including but not limited
to, the following themes:

Journal Format
Kindly download any recent article (2018) on the
journal website (https://afrjcict.net) as a writing
guide. All articles are free and downloadable at no
cost. Authors of accepted papers are required
(optional) to include their biodata (containing
passport-sized photographs) at the end of the papers,
immediately after the References. These will be
published along with the papers.
Pagination Fees
Due to the fact that the journal is open-access,
authors pay a modest Article Processing Charge
(APC) of US$100 (N25, 000 or equivalent currency)
to support the production process.

*Electronic Systems (viz. E-Commerce, E-Government, E-Learning, E-Agriculture, E-Health & TeleHealth Systems) *Computer Graphics & Games
*Multimedia Systems *E-Library and Virtual Library
Systems *Wireless Networks & Applications
*Economic Intelligence *Computer Forensics *
Cyber Security *Development Informatics *Mobile
Applications & Technologies *General Computing
*Computer Science *Information Technology
*Information
Management
*Bioinformatics
*Information System *Information Science
*Information Security *Business Computing
*Computer Networks *Artificial Intelligence
*Computation *Software Engineering *Knowledgebased Systems *Database Management *Data Mining

Subscription Fees
The normal subscription fee for a single edition of the
journal is US$50 (N5, 000 or equivalent currency),
excluding postage. Request for subscription should
be directed to the addresses below.
Paper Submission Addresses
Please send your submission as electronic mail
attachment in MSWord to submissions@afrjcict.net;
submissions.afrjcict@gmail.com
(cc: bamidele@aims.ac.za; oluwade@sigmaxi.net).
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